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NEW SHAVE.
Put your best face forward
in 2019 and get the best
shave of your life, every
time you shave.

Upgrade your mornings and enjoy a FREE Black Tie Grooming Bundle
with every OneBlade Razor purchase, a $90 value. Each grooming
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE

T

rade wars and tariffs... imports and
exports... NAFTA, WTO, TPP...

There’s no doubt the Donald Trump
presidency has turned international trade on
its head, but who are the real “winners” in a
trade war? Are trade deficits and low tariffs a
bad thing? And is a trade war victory worth
the potential economic costs?
This month, we’re digging beneath the
Trump-China headlines to take a closer look
at what really happens when countries battle
over free trade.
Editor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke starts us
off by getting into the real meaning – and
necessity – of international trade... shares an
important economic rule you’ve probably
never heard of... and takes a look at a 10-year
bet against the “end” of the world.
Former CIA analyst Buck Sexton explains
how our nation’s independence was born out
of tariffs and trade limits...
RealClearMarkets’ John Tamny and the
CATO Institute’s Ed Crane make a case
for trade deficits and free trade in the era of
Trump...
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Former Australian prime minister Kevin
Rudd examines how the Trump-China
conflict could play out in 2019, while analyst
Eric Wade weighs the possibility of a crypto
comeback...
Nobel laureate Robert Shiller warns that
ignoring inflation can skew our views of
prosperity and value in the economy...
Agora founder Bill Bonner looks back on
how “Mr. Market” treated investors this past
year...
And our resident anonymous Book Grump
reviews and rips the latest best-selling business
books.
We’ve uploaded a PDF suitable for printing
to our archive page.
And tell us what you think at feedback@
americanconsequences.com.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Publisher, American Consequences

Free trade encompasses
many excellent principles.
How many excellent
principles human beings
encompass is another
matter.
P.J. O’Rourke

ADVERTORIAL

U.C. Berkeley Mathematician and Ph.D. To Tackle:

What Will Happen to Your Stocks in 2019?
The answer – and what it means for your money and your retirement – might surprise you.

It’s called How to Know the Exact Day to
Sell Any Stock You Own. And you can get a
copy of this new report – FREE – by simply
going to www.StockAnnouncement5.com.
There, you’ll also learn more about the
huge event Dr. Smith is hosting on February
13th… where he’ll reveal exactly where he’s
convinced stocks are headed in 2019.
Will the bull market continue? Or
will
stocks crash in the next few weeks?
ra
ext
An
You’ll
want to tune in to hear
Then a few days later, you’ll see the
thanks to Dr. Smith!
Dr. Smith and some of the most
complete opposite:
recognizable names in finance show
you why your assumption today might
not only be wrong… but could cost you
dearly this year.
The last time an event like this was
“Go to www.StockAnnouncement5.com to find out how Dr. Smith
held…
more than 120,000 folks around
Mixed messages like this will scare
was able to show this investor how to make an extra $368,627.”
the world signed up to tune in, and find
most folks into selling most of their
out what they needed to do with their stock
stocks at the worst possible time.
His research has even shown that wellWhich is why so many investors are
known billionaires including Warren Buffett portfolios.
This event could be even bigger.
scared today. In fact, when the S&P 500
and Bill Ackman would be even wealthier
Bottom line: There are specific moves you
recently fell to correction levels, investor
today, if they had simply been more precise
pessimism hit a near-3-year high.
in getting out of their winners and losers at should be making with your money right now.
If you’ve already begun selling your
“If you have any money in stocks right
the perfect time.
stocks, you might actually be too early – and
now, or own mutual funds in your 401(k)
And now… for the first time ever in
could be leaving $10,000s on the table. But
or IRA, and you’re just blindly selling…
front of a live studio audience, Dr. Smith
you could be making a huge mistake,”
is getting ready to reveal the secret behind there’s only one way to know for sure.
Check out the unique system Dr. Smith
says Dr. Richard Smith, a U.C. Berkeley
his buy and sell technique – which could
has developed to show investors the perfect
mathematician and Ph.D. who believes he
have a huge impact on your finances in
day to get out of every stock you own… and
knows the EXACT moment investors should 2019.
sell their stocks.
Dr. Smith believes that – no matter where find out where he believes the stock market
is headed in 2019 immediately, at
“And if you’re not careful… you might
you think the market is headed in 2019…
end up selling too late – or, even worse – too whether you’re bullish or bearish today, and www.StockAnnouncement5.com.
early. And this mistake could potentially
no matter which direction stocks ultimately
cost you thousands, perhaps even
go this year – he can show you exactly when
If you have ANY money in the markets
hundreds of thousands of dollars before
to know how to get out of any investment
today, or own any of these stocks – you’ll
the next stock market crash even begins,” you currently hold for maximum profit
want to tune in on February 13, 2019:
he says.
potential.
Apple (AAPL)..........Sell Date: ???
A mathematician whose work has been
In fact, he recently put together a free
Caterpillar (CAT).....Sell Date: ???
EBAY (EBAY)...........Sell Date: ???
sought out by Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson,
report detailing the perfect exit price for the
Overstock (OSTK)......Sell Date: ???
Merck, and NYSEG… Dr. Smith has helped top 10 most popular stocks in America right
Target (TGT)..........Sell Date: ???
over 50,000 investors track more than $20
now. You probably own at least one of these
Micron (MU)...........Sell Date: ???
Alphabet (GOOGL)......Sell Date: ???
billion in assets for more than a decade.
stocks directly, or in an index fund.
If you have any money in the stock
market… chances are, you’re unsure what
you should be doing with your investments
right now.
Every day, it seems like you see one
headline recommending:

He’s shown investors how to maximize
the gains on every stock they own thanks
to a powerful secret he’s discovered… in
some instances showing folks how to make
as much as $368,627 more – simply by
knowing the perfect moment to get out of
their stocks.

$368,627

For the first time ever, Dr. Smith is revealing the secret behind his
technique to the American public. Go to www.StockAnnouncement5.com
to see why this investing expert recommends every investor pay attention
to February 13th… and get a copy of his brand-new free report: How to
Know the Exact Day to Sell Any Stock You Own.

Microsoft (MSFT)......Sell Date: ???
Cisco (CSCO)..........Sell Date: ???
Visa (V)..............Sell Date: ???

Dr. Smith explains more in his
new report “How to Know the Exact
Day to Sell Any Stock You Own.” Go to
www.StockAnnouncement5.com
today for a free copy.

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

THE REAL
MEANING
OF TRADE
“

A single human
is almost incapable
of making or doing
anything without
exchanging goods
and services with
other humans.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

I

t’s “International Trade” that gets all the headlines. We think, in our
imaginations, that we could do without it – drive Buicks, use old Motorola
flip phones, and own one T-shirt made in America instead of two dozen
made in Bangladesh. But the real meaning of trade is more basic than global
commerce. Trade is so basic that we don’t think about it at all. Or, if we do think
about it, the thinking gets hard. Trade is such a fundamental truth – like the fact
that the universe exists at all – that our imaginations have trouble grasping it.

The meaning of trade is that a single human is
almost incapable of making or doing anything
without exchanging goods and services with
other humans. Robinson Crusoe would have
come a cropper if not for the shipwreck from
which to “import” goods and his man Friday
to perform the minimum-wage services. The
Swiss Family Robinson would have been the
Dead Family Robinson if they hadn’t had
a big family full of people swapping their
various skills, abilities, and knowledge.
It took the greatest thinker about economics
ever, Adam Smith, to discover the real
meaning of trade. And even he only touched
on it in his discourse about what we would
call specialization. Specialization is a vital part
of trade, but not its essence.
In The Wealth of Nations, Book I, Chapter 1,
“Of the Division of Labor,” Smith says:
To take an example from a very trifling
manufacture, the trade of a pin-maker; a
workman not educated to this business
nor acquainted with the use of the
machinery employed in it could scarce,
perhaps, with his utmost industry, make
one pin in a day.
What Smith was getting at is actually stated more
clearly in an early draft of The Wealth of Nations:

...if all the parts of a pin were to be made
by one man, if the same person was to
dig the metal out of the mine, separate it
from the ore, forge it, split it into small
rods, then spin these rods into wire, and
last of all make that wire into pins, a man
perhaps could with his utmost industry
scarce make a pin in a year.

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION

In the book and accompanying PBS
documentary Free To Choose, Milton and Rose
Friedman used the example of a pencil. They
cited a wonderful 1958 pamphlet, I, Pencil –
My Family Tree, written for the Foundation
for Economic Education by its president
Leonard E. Read. The story is told by the
pencil itself and begins, “Simple? Yet, not a
single person on the face of this earth knows how
to make me.”
To make a pencil you’d have to go to a
graphite deposit in India, Brazil, or China
and get a job as a miner and then get jobs as a
railroad engineer, stevedore, and ship captain
to bring the graphite back. After that you’d
need to become a chemical engineer to turn
the graphite into pencil lead, a lumberjack to
cut the cedar trees, and a carpenter to shape
the pencil casing. You’d have to learn how to
make yellow paint, how to spray it on, and
how to make a paint sprayer. You’d have to go
American Consequences
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“

The difference
between the thousands,
if not millions, of
dollars in materials and
labor that it would cost
you to make a pencil and
the fact that a pencil costs
19 cents – that’s the real
meaning of trade.
back to being a miner to get the ore to make
the metal for the thingy that holds the eraser
and build a smelter, a rolling plant, and a
machine-tool factory to produce equipment
to crimp the thingy in place. You’d also have
to grow a rubber tree in your backyard. And a
pencil sells for 19 cents.
The difference between the thousands, if not
millions, of dollars in materials and labor that
it would cost you to make a pencil and the
fact that a pencil costs 19 cents – that’s the
real meaning of trade.
(Copies of I, Pencil are still available from
F.E.E. for $4.95 – a perfect gift for any
economic ignoramus you happen to know.)
My own example of “trade truth” would be
the power cord for my laptop. This dumb
and droopy little contraption presents only a
few of the manufacturing problems entailed
in pins and pencils. The wire core is copper,
but I should be able to smack some WilliamsSonoma cookware into what’s needed using
tin snips and a claw hammer. The copper wire
is braided. I’ve watched my wife braid my
8
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daughter’s hair plenty of times. I’ll give it a try
for practice. The power cord is coated with
plastic. You can make plastic at home on the
stovetop using common household materials.
(I Googled it.) The laptop has a socket, I’ll
stick one of the Williams-Sonoma stuff in
there. And a power brick is just a plug, right?
I’ll stick the other end into the baseboard
outlet...
The number of people it takes to make my
laptop power cord is not what convinces me
of the real meaning of trade. What convinces
me is the number of people it takes to find
my laptop power cord – which is everybody.
I’ve got the whole house and the entire office
looking for it.
And considering the way everybody is feeling
about me at the moment...
My wife is furious because I ruined her
favorite omelet pan. My daughter went to
school looking like Rapunzel had hired a
hairdresser on crack. When I searched the
web for “home-made plastic” I misspelled it
and Homeland Security thinks I was trying
to make plastique explosives and now I’m on
a terrorist watch list. The cleaning lady wants
to kill me because of the mess in the kitchen.
(Turns out making plastic on the stovetop can
cause explosions too.) And my co-workers,
due perhaps to all the ceiling sprinklers going
off after I started the electrical fire...
Therefore, I’m about to go out and personally
engage in trade. I need to buy a new laptop
power cord. $32.95! Geez! And all that
money going straight to China! No wonder
it’s “International Trade” that gets all the
headlines.

Dear Reader,
To anyone who’s retired or planning to retire
soon…
If you’ve always suspected that Wall Street… Big
Pharma… and Big Brother are out to get you…

Good News
for Retirees!

The #1 Resource You
Need for Retirement

You’re 100% right.
I should know…
I spent the first part of my career as a high-powered derivatives trader for Goldman Sachs…
Then years as a practicing eye surgeon.
I saw the corruption and greed first-hand.
And I walked away from it all determined to do something about it… and to help those who
usually get hurt by these institutions worst of all…
Retirees.
I put together all my best tips, strategies, and advice in a 500-page book called the Big Book of
Retirement Secrets.
And I just launched a nationwide campaign to spread the word.
The book’s an incredible resource for anyone looking to live a happier, healthier and wealthier
retirement.
My publisher currently sells it for $29 on his website.
But as I explain here, I’m shipping out copies for a limited time for just $5.
I’ll cover all the shipping costs… I simply want to get this book into your hands as quickly as
possible.
To learn why I’m doing this, and how to claim your copy before supplies run out, click here.
I believe this book could literally save you thousands of dollars in your retirement. It could even
save your life.
See why more than 80,000 people agree right here.
Here’s to our health, wealth, and a great retirement,

Dr. David Eifrig, MD, MBA
P.S. Remember, this is YOUR life. It’s up to YOU to make sure you
have what you need to live the retirement you’ve always planned for
and deserve.
Don’t let your financial adviser, your doctor, or the government
threaten this special time in your life.
Click here to grab a copy of my book for just $5 and let me help you.

RICARDO’S LAW OF

COMPARATIVE
T

rade is based on the
economic principle of division
of labor, practiced since forever
but first described by 18th-century
philosopher Adam Smith. Division of
labor is common sense.

Most economic principles are common
sense. There is, however, one aspect
of division of labor that requires a little
uncommon sense to understand.
Former White House Director of Economic
Policy Todd Buchholz, in his excellent
book New Ideas from Dead Economists
(which has been cited more than once in
this magazine) says, "An insolent natural
scientist once asked a famous economist
to name one economic rule that isn't either
obvious or unimportant. The reply was,
'Ricardo's Law of Comparative Advantage.'"
The English economist David Ricardo
(1772-1823) postulated this: If you can do
X better than you can do Z, and there's
a second person who can do Z better
than he can do X, but who can also do
both X and Z better than you can, then
an economy should not encourage that
second person to do both things. You and
he (and society as a whole) will benefit
more if you each do what you do best.
10
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JOHN GRISHAM AND JUSTIN BIEBER
EACH SPEND EQUAL TIME WRITING
AND COMPOSING
John Grisham
Justin Bieber

Thrillers

50 +
.5 +

Songs

25
2.5

BS Production

= 75
= 3
		
TOTAL BS
= 78

Let's stipulate, for the sake of example,
that one legal thriller is equal to one pop
song as a Benefit to Society, or "BS". (One
thriller or one song = one unit of BS.)
John Grisham is a better writer than Justin
Bieber. (I suppose Bieber can read and
write.) John Grisham is also (assuming
he plays the comb and wax paper, or
something) a better musician than Justin
Bieber.
Say John Grisham is 100 times the writer
that Justin Bieber is, and say he is 10 times
the musician. Then say that John Grisham
can write 100 legal thrillers in a year (I
bet he can) or compose 50 songs. Using
simple arithmetic, this would mean that
Justin Bieber could write either one thriller
or compose five songs in the same period.
If John Grisham spends 50% of his time
scribbling predictable plots and 50% of his

ADVANTAGE
JOHN GRISHAM SPENDS ALL HIS TIME
BASHING THE LAPTOP AND JUSTIN BIEBER
SPENDS ALL HIS TIME CATERWAULING
John Grisham
Justin Bieber

Thrillers

100 +
0 +

Songs

0
5

BS Production

= 100
= 5
		
TOTAL BS
= 105

time blowing into a kazoo, the result will
be 50 thrillers and 25 songs, for a total of
75 BS units.
If Justin Bieber spends 50% of his time
annoying Microsoft Word and 50% of his
time making noise in a recording studio,
the result will be one half-completed
thriller and 2.5 songs, for a total of three
BS units. The grand total Benefit to Society
from both men will be 78 BS.
But if John Grisham spends 100% of his
time inventing dumb adventures for twodimensional characters and Justin Bieber
spends 100% of his time calling cats to the
tune of a drum set falling down a flight of
stairs, the result will be 100 thrillers and
five songs, for a grand total Benefit to
Society of 105 units.
(And just to make things slightly more
complex, note that Justin Bieber loses

40% of his productivity by splitting
his time between literature and the
lively arts, while John Grisham loses
only 25% of his productivity. Bieber has the
"comparative advantage" in making music
because it will cost him more if he doesn't
stick to what he does best.)
David Ricardo applied the Law of
Comparative Advantage to questions
of foreign trade. China makes better
Bluetooth earphones than Canada does,
and China may produce better pop music
than Canada. (I haven't worked up the
nerve to ask Alexa and find out. Although
I'd say the Chicoms are going to have a
hard time topping Neil Young.) But anyway,
because of comparative advantage, both
nations profit by buying their earphones
from Alibaba and letting Justin Bieber
tour China. And Canada definitely has the
advantage if he stays there.
(Alas, the Chinese – who are not so hip on
free-market economic principles as they
think they are – have banned Justin Bieber
from performing in their country.)
			

- P. J. O’Rourke
American Consequences
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THE BIGGEST STORIES THAT MATTERED
FOR THE MARKET LAST MONTH

WHAT MOVED
THE MARKET
For realtime
market
updates
from some
of Wall
Street’s
most
pluggedin analysts,
CLICK
HERE
to get
instant
access to
NewsWire.

ONE OF THE WORST MONTHS SINCE THE
GREAT DEPRESSION...
December 2018 was a miserable month for
global equities. The S&P 500 was off as much
as 12.5% and the index closed out the year
down 6%. Volatility was also high, leading to a
660-point drop on Christmas Eve followed by
a 1,080-point surge on December 26.
The November election results were not
fully felt in the markets until about midDecember. The fact that the House was going
to flip Democratic was not a surprise, but the
timing could not have been worse. The U.S.
was well into a chaotic economic cycle and
global growth was slowing. Some hoped
that a divided congress would make it easier
to compromise on must-pass stimulus and
budget bills, but the government shutdown
and Mexican border wall impasse shattered
that notion.
Investors in late 2018 were overwhelmed by
prolonged economic turmoil and political
battles. There was no movement on China
trade and tariff talks... Chinese imports
trickled in, retail sales collapsed, and the
government clamped down on the shadow
banking sector. The White House trade team
was mixed in their message, and investors
continued to pound Chinese shares. As a
result, global technology stocks suffered,
particularly the FAANG trade (Facebook,
Apple, Amazon, Netflix, and Google) and
Apple’s supply chain.
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Across the Atlantic, Brexit concerns roiled
the UK and EU markets. UK Prime Minister
Theresa May survived one no confidence
vote in mid-December, but a January 15
Brexit vote ended in disaster, and a second
no confidence vote is being discussed. Italy
continued to wrestle with its budget deficit
plan, causing local interest rates to spike.
And France saw month-long protests over its
gasoline tax. Overall, Europe’s manufacturing
sector and exports were impacted the most.
Other big concerns were the plunge in oil
prices, the outsized sell-off in small cap
stocks, and that corporate debt had soared to
its highest level in modern history. The crude
sell-off was a function continued conflict with
Iran, higher U.S. output levels, and the global
growth skid. Small caps faltered because of
higher labor and material costs and a leveling
out of the previous year’s tax cut benefits.
Meanwhile, ballooning corporate debt looms
as companies begin to refinance in the face of
rising rates.
It was a perfect storm for the worst monthly
loss since the Great Depression. Investors
fear that a recession is already taking hold
in Europe and that the spillover will cause
the same problems in China and emerging
markets. And despite continued growth in the
U.S. economy, the effects of uncertainties like
the U.S. government shutdown and the BrexitEU conflict have bled beyond their borders.

EDITORS

John Gillin
Greg Diamond
Scott Garliss

GLOBAL CENTRAL BANKS WEIGH IN...
In the U.S., markets were caught off guard
(again) by the Federal Reserve. Chairman
Jerome Powell continued his hawkish
message that the economy was strong and
that rate hikes would continue. This garnered
the ire President Donald Trump, who accused
the Fed of driving market volatility and
curbing future growth. After raising the federal
funds rate another quarter of a percent at the
December meeting, Powell said rates were
now just below neutral and future hikes would
be more data dependent. Unfortunately, this
was not enough to placate the skeptics and
rate-hike fears were a catalyst for the massive
sell-off seen throughout the month.
What began with the Fed’s policy
announcement in mid-December has
permeated global central bank commentary
ever since.... Overall, the banks are
inclined to ease policy and become more
accommodative rather
than move in a policy
tightening direction.
In December, the
Bank of Japan (BoJ)
expressed concern over
the deteriorating global
growth outlook, noting

that “risks have been tilted to the downside on
the whole amid heightening uncertainties and
a prevailing view that such a situation will be
protracted.” The European Central Bank (ECB)
agreed with the BoJ’s outlook when ECB
chief Mario Draghi stated that the ECB was
prepared to fight an unexpected economic
slowdown, despite Draghi’s belief in the
unlikelihood of a 2019 eurozone recession.
China was also worried about the growth
picture. People’s Bank of China (PBOC) policy
director, Sun Guofeng, told reporters the bank
would be “more forward-looking, flexible,
and targeted.” He stated that PBOC monetary
policy will remain prudent and that the bank
stands ready to tighten or ease policy as
needed.

It appears that the Fed and other central
banks are getting the message. If the S&P
500 and global markets
are going to continue
to rally, the markets
need to get a sense that
It was a perfect storm for
policy makers will back
the worst monthly loss since
away or let-up on policy
the Great Depression, and
tightening measures.
investors fear a recession is
For now, central banks
appear to be on board.
already taking hold...
American Consequences
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WHAT COULD
POSSIBLY
GO WRONG?
Financial follies and disaster in the making
The shutdown hits the heartland...

By now you’ve likely read more than a few
shutdown horror stories. From trash and
flooded toilets at national parks to longer
security lines at airports, the shutdown’s
effects are being felt well beyond the beltway...
and as far away as America’s heartland.
This week the U.S. Department of
Agriculture announced a three-day stopgap to
assist farmers with “urgent business” – things
like tax filings and servicing existing loans.
The measure provides much-needed relief for
some farmers, but will not address the billiondollar question on the minds of others...
“Will we get paid?”
The hang-up here involves the USDA’s
Farm Service Agency, or FSA. Farming is
an expensive and somewhat unpredictable
business. Your typical farmer spends a lot
of money up front (for things like seeds,
equipment, and land) with the expectation
that his/her crop yield will cover these costs
14
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and then some. To cover these upfront
expenses, many farmers take out loans
through the FSA.
According to the USDA, the FSA distributed
more than $5 billion in loans last fiscal year
through about 35,000 payments. In addition
to these loans, the impasse in Washington has
also shuttered programs that target beginning
and socially disadvantaged farmers as a way of
boosting a group whose average age is about
58 and trending higher. Add in existing tradewar retaliatory tariffs on the industry and it’s
easy to see why farmers are concerned.
Merely a few more weeks of shutdown could
severely limit a farmer’s ability to produce
crops this growing season... a pain that would
not only be felt in the heartland, but also in
the checkout line of your local supermarket.
Closer to recession?...

When news of the government shutdown
hit in late December, many expected it to

play out as other recent shutdowns had... A
back and forth between Congress and the
president, a failed agreement or two, and then
partial or full government funding. Shutdown
threats are nothing new, and often they’re just
that – threats. But as the current shutdown
approaches its 30th day, even Wall Street is
starting to worry.
The concern is that the shutdown fight could
convince investors and consumers that the
government will spend all of 2019 in conflict,
and that uncertainty could hinder investments
or consumer spending... especially in the
case of nearly 1 million furloughed federal
workers. Another factor are pre-shutdown
fears of slowed growth due to prolonged trade
battles and a leveling-out of the 2017 tax cut’s
economic benefits.
Recessions are generally triggered by
unexpected shocks to the economy... like the
late-1990s dot-com crash or the 2008 housing
bubble. A prolonged shutdown has the
potential to trigger similar, unforeseen largescale events...
As we go to press, furloughed federal
employees have only missed a single paycheck.
If the shutdown were to end before their
next payday, January 25, analysts believe the
impact to the economy would be minimal.
But as workers go longer without pay, the
damage is harder to repair. Consumer debt is
at record highs, and missed payments as well
as high-interest loans to cover those payments,
will only make things worse.
For the moment, Wall Street is finding
optimism in strong corporate earnings and

a Fed that’s willing to pull back on interest
rate hikes should the economy weaken in
2019. And although the markets have been
volatile, analysts don’t see the shutdown as a
contributing factor. For now, the consensus on
Wall Street is that, “this is fine.” The economy
is slowing but still strong, and the government
will sort itself out before the damage becomes
irreparable... We hope they’re right.
Apple ‘thinks different’...

In what some consider to be a dig at Facebook
and Google, Apple CEO Tim Cook is making
a case for consumer privacy protection on a
national scale.
In a recent article for TIME, Cook writes:
“In 2019, it’s time to stand up for the right
to privacy — yours, mine, all of ours...
That’s why I and others are calling on the
U.S. Congress to pass comprehensive federal
privacy legislation — a landmark package
of reforms that protect and empower the
consumer.”
Cook’s “package of reforms” includes
establishing a federal data-broker
clearinghouse, where consumers can view and
track all transactions involving their personal
data, as well as being able to delete personal
data, on demand, freely and easily.
While we agree that consumers should have a
right to privacy and that transparency in how
our personal data is used and sold is vital...
We’re not so sure the federal government is
the right agency for the job. (We’re looking at
you in particular, IRS.)
American Consequences
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YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In
Let me get this right off from the start...
The ONLY reason I started reading these
newsletters is P.J... Bar none, the funniest
and most no-holds-barred writer around
today. But I keep reading it to be just as
entertained as informed. Good job!
I remember during the Obama years how
economic projections came out every
month, then had to be revised downward
the next month. It hasn’t changed all that
much, but I’ve gotten to the point where I
will believe my ex-spouse before I believe
these eggheaded prognosticators: the truth
factor seems to be the same between the
two. – David W.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: David,

thank you
for the kind words. I’d go all modest and
humble on you, but there’s a name for people
who say they don’t like praise – liars. The
name is the same for government economic
prognosticators, whatever party they belong
to. It’s their job to lie. I wonder what they
put on their job applications? Maybe, “Been
telling whoppers since I was old enough to
say my diaper didn’t stink.”
I hope Beto is not your son. As I remember it
you have two daughters – good for you. My
niece is getting a little better with her iPhone
now that she is 21. She didn’t even get carded
on her birthday. I had to grow a mustache as
nobody would sell me beer. – Craig R.
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P.J. O’Rourke comment: Craig, I’m still trying to

grow one – and I’m going to dye it brown so
that I do get carded to show that I’m eligible
for the senior discount. (As it is, they give it
to me without a second glance.) My eldest
daughter is 21 too and still deep into “phone
face,” but your report about your niece gives
me hope for eventual recovery. And I do have a
son besides the two girls, but he’s a freshman in
high school, and I doubt he could have gotten
down to Texas, started calling himself “Beto,”
and run for office without his school reporting
him truant. Also, my son asked for a shotgun
for Christmas, so I’m pretty sure he’s not a
liberal Democrat. (Santa brought him a nice
28-gauge side-by-side.)

Re: “What have you done
since the market dropped?”
I have a little over one-third of my portfolio
in cash. While I do have a few speculative
stocks, much of my holdings are in safer
preferred stocks. I have made money
shorting both oil and the market with
leveraged ETFs. Oil just kept going lower
longer than I originally thought it would! –
Jim B.
Our financial advisor has stayed the course. I
have peace of mind. Merry Christmas! – Judy B.
I stayed in [the market] all year long... I have
a lot of “sleep well at night” (SWAN) stocks
that have snowballed. I love crashes, but I
stay in all the time. – Stephen C.

Send us a message, question, or criticism at
feedback@americanconsequences.com
I have stayed the course hoping to ride the
wave of prosperity in the end. – Jim M.

Sounds like
you’ve each got the right asset mix for your
personal situation. We’re glad you’re all
sleeping well at night.
Steven Longenecker comment:

I was concerned [in October] and I put 8%
trailing stops on most of my holdings. Glad
that I did. I do not mind being in cash right
now. I figure I get to pick up some great
stocks at a discount once the smoke clears.
– Tom S.

No word on
whether the smoke has truly cleared, but we
hope you were watching for a few “stocks on
sale” right before Christmas, Tom.
Steven Longenecker comment:

I’m in retirement. [In preparation for a bear
market], I shifted funds into a CD ladder
sufficient for cash flow. Everything else
stayed put. – D.S.

Makes sense
to me, D.S. And it sure helps now that CDs
are finally paying something worth buying at
upward of 2.5%-3%.

take large amounts early worries me that my
investments will dwindle down when I am
older and need more money for health care
and the cost of living increases. – Joan O.
Chris Gaarde comment: For

readers not as
versed in IRA lingo, the “required minimum
distribution” is a mandatory withdrawal
from your IRA set by the IRS under certain
circumstances. So the more money in your
account, the more you’re required to take out
at the end of the year. We wrote to Joan to
inquire how her year had turned out and she
responded that she got exactly what she was
hoping for... an end-of-year dip (lowering
the value of her IRA and in turn, her RMD
amount) followed by a post-2018 market
upswing.
I think you foolish roosters crowed a little
early about the stock market performing
well. The last time I looked things were in
the toilet and about to get much worse.

Steven Longenecker comment:

IMPEACH TRUMP NOW! – Robert K.

I’m hoping the market continues to drop
through 12/31/18. The snap shot of your IRA
portfolio determines how much you must
withdraw for your 2019 required minimum
distribution (RMD) if you are 70+. I had to
take too much in 2018 (my 2nd year into
RMD-land) and I want my investments to
last me into very old age. Being forced to

You sure about
that Robert? We don’t know the future... but
you wrote us right as the market bottomed.
Since then, the S&P 500 Index is up nearly
10%. And of course, the market is still up
about 20% from when President Donald
Trump was elected in November 2016. Please
don’t let your politics – whether on the right
or the left – get in the way of investing. It
rarely works.
Steven Longenecker comment:
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Re: Our Holiday ‘White
Elephant’ Issue
Santa did not bring me the John Deere
tractor I was looking forward to. I wasn’t
actually planning to do anything with it,
except occasionally drive it around the
neighborhood here in central FL, and once in
a while pull down some old, dead oak trees.
But he did bring an obscene amount of
chocolate, thereby totally busting my diet! –
Donald W.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: My

full sympathy,
Donald! What Santa brought me was a
membership in the “Meat of the Month
Club” – not exactly what the doctor ordered,
but the steaks are delicious. Meanwhile, I’ll let
you in on my own tractor secret – buy a used
Kubota for about half the price and spray
paint it “John Deere green.”

Re: A ‘Thought Experiment’
on Entitlements
Getting rid of entitlement programs sounds
all well and good, sure enough. I hereby
request of Mr. O’Rourke another thought
experiment. What would happen if we truly
got our military spending under control –
including all the vet benefits, discretionary
funding, 100+ bases worldwide, the pollution
and rebuilding, etc.
I realize war is a huge profit center
for investors but just for fun I’d like to
understand how much the entitlements
that for-profit military industries actually
cost U.S. citizens and what could happen if
18
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those tax dollars were actually kept in the
individuals’ hands. (Understanding of course
we need some level of military might.) Just a
thought experiment. – Judy Y.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Judy,

that is a thought
experiment worth experimenting with! In
fact, I’m going to swipe your idea for a future
issue of American Consequences. I’d like to
know the answer myself. It’s a complicated
thought experiment of course – a shift in
military spending would mean a shift in
foreign policy, as well as a shift in domestic
policy. But that just makes the question you’re
asking even more interesting. Thank you!
If the politicians would leave their
sticky little hands off of Social Security
“investments” (not entitlements!) as they
were originally supposed to do, a lot of
those of us who are now retired would be
in much better condition. To have workers
and their employers contribute to a fund
that was supposed to grow untouched by
governmental bureaucracies was a good
idea, until politicians just could not stand the
idea of seeing such an overwhelming pot
of money just sitting there for the pilfering.
Congress has NEVER paid back ANY OF THE
MONIES it essentially STOLE from American
workers – if it had, this conversation
would not be happening! What charitable
organizations or individuals MIGHT do is not
a concrete theory, much less something
anyone would count on as being a reliable
gauge of how seniors, the disabled, and the
destitute would survive...
We need heroes! Not a blanket implosion

of our social safety nets. Other countries
get it right. What is our problem in the most
successful, (?) wealthy country in the world
that far too much of the money floats to the
top, like cream, while the “milk” (the ordinary
people) continue to hold that cream up and
support their ridiculously, absurdly wealthy
lifestyles?
In truth, anyone can only spend so much
money, and then it becomes a ridiculous
test of what ludicrous purchase they can
make to “out-do” one of their peers – you
know, like yachts that cost more than any
home most of us will never even see, ostrich
leather jackets, etc., and so on. Those same
people bitch about taxes, when in fact, they
will probably never miss that money. They
already have so much there is no way they
can possibly spend it all in their lifetime.
We’ve all heard it – “Money is the root of all
evil.” And the people who passed that bit of
information along were so right. Too much
of it changes everything that matters and
solves absolutely nothing in the hands of
too few. – Margo A.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Margo,

as a friend
of Adam Smith’s remarked after an evening
of conversation with the great man, “You
have said a book.” And to reply to you in
detail would be a book-length undertaking.
You bring up a number of fascinating – and
difficult – points. Let me respond to just two
of them: Social Security accounts and wealth
distribution.
The only way to keep the “sticky little hands”
of politicians off Social Security is to privatize

the system. I believe this is a good idea.
However, it’s not without its drawbacks. The
rewards for Social Security recipients would
(probably) be great, but the risks would
(possibly) be great as well. The long-term
growth rate of the American economy has
been excellent. But that excellence could be
destroyed by the same sticky-little-handed
politicians who’ve got their fingers in the
Social Security till. Many people with far
greater knowledge of economics than I have
also think privatizing Social Security is a
good idea. These people were particularly
influential during the George W. Bush
administration. But they – and President
Bush – discovered that there was a very
considerable popular political resistance to the
concept. If you want to change the way Social
Security works, you’re going to have to start
by changing the way voters’ minds work.
You decry the way wealth is distributed in our
society – and not without reason. To compare
what a Kardashian is paid with what a high
school math teacher is paid is to stare into
the abyss of evil. But is this the worst kind of
evil possible? In order to radically change the
way wealth is distributed in our (more or less)
free market society we would have to grant
enormous power to our political system. You
yourself point out how grasping and greedy
our politicians are already. Do you think they
would become less grasping and greedy if
they had control of all of America’s money
(instead of just much too much of it)? If a
tiger eats a baby every day of the year until
Ash Wednesday, do you expect the tiger will
give up baby-eating for Lent?
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YOU KNOW EVERYTHING THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT TRADE

By John
Tamny
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he nightmares are all the same. I wake
up at some ungodly hour after dreaming
about a looming final exam. Math was my
worst subject, so the test will invariably cover
numerical concepts never understood in
classes sparsely attended. Some hate to have
their sleep interrupted, fearing that there will be
no more. In my case a sleepless night is better
than the agony of a cruel dream that just won’t
die. And the odd thing is, the last time I attended
school was during the Clinton administration.

Night terrors related to classes that once
highlighted my ineptitude seem a good
jumping off point for a discussion of trade –
and the accounting abstractions that witless
economists have invented to express trade
balances. The most disagreeable aspects of
school explain the endless brilliance of free
trade better than any stack of economics
textbooks.
Free trade allows us to do what we enjoy
doing – instead of what we’re assigned to do
– and what we have to do. Free trade makes
going to work feel more like going to school
and only taking the classes we love. In my
case, I strutted into high school and college
classes covering politics and economic policy,
but I seemed to shrink a foot (and enough
IQ points to drop into double digits) as I
reluctantly darkened the doors of classes that
had anything to do with math and science.
Back then, the act of attending class had a
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binary quality: thrilling when in my element,
humbling when not.
It’s also a reminder of the genius of free trade.
Free trade means, in essence, that we have
the whole world competing to take our math
classes for us!
With free trade, the world is competing to
serve our needs easier, cheaper, and faster.
Meanwhile we get the “good grades.” As cash
and effort costs are lowered, the value of our
paychecks grows.
Having the world’s most talented people
fighting for our business is wonderful, but it’s
not the greatest thing about the freedom to
import (without politicians taking their cut).
The greatest thing is that we’re freed from
having to do what we royally suck at doing.
We have fewer and fewer sleepless nights
and nightmare-filled slumbers, thanks to our
work being more and more a reflection of our
individual talents.
Free trade is capitalism’s way of giving us
a career-long exemption from the math
class equivalent so that we can focus all our
energies on the equivalent of PE or lunch. For
me, this means taking public-policy classes
for life. Imagine what school would have been
like if you had been encouraged – in fact,
required – to avoid any instruction that made
you look bad, hate school, dread Sunday
evenings, or all three. And for a sense of what
life is like when allegedly caring politicians
shield their citizens from the world’s plenty,
just imagine going to a school where the only
class taught is calculus... Forever.
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(Of course, if you happen to love math, you’ll
have to reverse everything I just said. Strike
out “calculus” and substitute “civics.”)
But, speaking of calculus, it’s interesting
that our ancestors – largely illiterate and
innumerate though they were – had a good
understanding of that subject. They could
accurately predict what the curve of their life
would be. Only 200 years ago our ancestors
lived in a world without rapid exchange
of goods and services across regional and
national boundaries. And our lives were
inexorably mapped out. This was true even in
rich countries like the United States. Despite
America’s seeming plenty, most people didn’t
spend much time contemplating what they
would do when they grew up. They knew that
once able, they would likely work from dawn
to dusk, six days a week, on a farm.
Crude technologies and primitive
transportation systems limited mass
production and curtailed our ability to
exchange the goods and services we produced
for the goods and services produced by others.
Very few of us could avoid being limited to
doing only what we had to do, and most of
what we had to do was back-breaking and
un-remunerative. Inability to trade meant
that human effort was directed toward the
production of food. It didn’t matter whether
or not we enjoyed farming, it was just what
we did, regardless of our actual or potential
skills. The world’s inhabitants worked the
fields out of necessity.
Then came mechanized farm machinery
and chemical fertilizers. Yes, this destroyed

hundreds of millions of farm jobs. But those
workers weren’t forced onto the dole. They
were freed from mindless labor that had little
to do with their abilities.
In concert with technology that liberated
people from the fields, technology that
enhanced global trade proliferated in the
form of steamships and deep-water ports,
trains and rail networks, trucks and highways,
airplanes and airports. The world “shrank,”
and global commerce exploded. The division
of labor that is the basis of trade revealed
itself in skills that had been smothered by
the inability to exchange goods and services.
Specialized individuals the world over were able
to produce and be produced for. Work itself
became more and more a reflection of workers’
unique talents, and productivity soared.
When you’re free to buy things you can’t
produce, you can focus on what you do
best in order to pay for those things. And
when you’re doing something that amplifies
what’s unique about you, your productivity
naturally rises. It’s no longer just “work.” Is it
any wonder that free-trading countries are so
prosperous? It shouldn’t be. In the parts of the
world where individuals are most connected
to the rest of the world, those individuals are
most likely to be doing what individually lifts
them up the most.
“Free trade” is a rather humble phrase for
the rather noble concept of people bettering
themselves by doing their best in order that
others may do the same.
However, to understand free trade, it’s crucial
to realize that the goal of working is to get

– to import. If you’re a worker (at anything
except subsistence agriculture), you’re an
importer. The importing could be from across
the street, or it could be from around the
globe, but importing it is. And the more that
we can import whatever we need and want,
the more we can direct all our efforts to the
kind of toil most commensurate with our
skills. Imports are a signal that we’re working
better. Imports are a sign that we’re improving.

When you’re free to buy things
you can’t produce, you can focus
on what you do best in order to
pay for those things.
Which brings us to the false notion of a
“trade deficit.” It should be called a “trade
benefit.” The supposed “deficit” is actually an
indication that the workers in the country
with the deficit are doing better work than the
workers in the country with a trade surplus.
Consider a depressed city like Baltimore.
As people who’ve ridden the Amtrak train
or watched The Wire know, Baltimore is in
many ways a failed city with low productivity
by any measure of “Gross Urban Product.”
But enormous amounts of money flow into
Baltimore in the form of government welfare
and entitlement payments. Baltimore has a
huge trade surplus.
But imagine if Jeff Bezos had moved Amazon’s
HQ2 to Baltimore. The city would have been
“importing” billions of dollars of Amazon
American Consequences
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capital. If Bezos had moved to Baltimore, the
city’s trade deficit would have skyrocketed.
Trade deficits are an effect of surging
investment into a city, state, country, or
continent. A trade deficit is a sign that
productive workers are attracting the capital
that will multiply their output. (Just as
Baltimore’s trade surplus is a sign that its
workers aren’t as productive as they should be.)

A trade deficit is a sign
that productive workers are
attracting the capital that will
multiply their output.
The U.S. is largely a global open market. (This
remains true even in the age of trade-barrier
threats from Donald Trump.) Our workers
are unusually productive. This has proven
to be an enormous lure for investment. As a
result, America, more than any other country,
exports its stock shares and bond issues to
investors around the world. They are eager
to apply their wealth to the most talented
workers on Earth. The investment that flows
into the U.S. enhances our output in the way
that a tractor would enhance the output of
the farmer who’d formerly used a mule.
The problem – a wholly theoretical, not to
say imaginary, problem – is that the export
of stocks and bonds doesn’t count in the
calculation of U.S. trade balance, but our
import of shoes, socks, and t-shirts from
China does. Basically, China and other
enterprising nations make certain prosaic
goods for us because those goods aren’t worth
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our time and effort to produce. These imports
free Americans to create Microsoft, Amazon,
Apple, and Google. We have trade deficits
because the United States is populated by the
best workers and best businesses in the world.
And these workers and businesses have global
capital showered on them.
Trade deficits are a sign that we’re the biggest
badasses on the planet. We’re worshipped by
the world’s capital allocators. Their copious
investment in all that we do and think about
doing (see Silicon Valley) means that we’re
highly liquid in our pursuit of the world’s
goods. The trade deficit is a happy signal
that incredibly productive Americans found
a way to avoid the work equivalent of the
classes they despised in school and can now
pursue the subjects they can’t get enough of.
By doing what we love and what elevates us,
we’re the recipients of an investment without
which there is no growth.
To reduce America’s trade deficit would be
to lobotomize tens of millions of American
workers and cut the arms and legs off the rest.
The imports that flow into the U.S. are not
just a sign of our greatness, but an even more
powerful signal that we’re getting better all
the time. Imports endlessly benefit us because
they free us from taking the nightmare test that
we’re not prepared for day after day after day.
John Tamny is Director of the Center for
Economic Freedom at FreedomWorks,
and Editor of RealClearMarkets. He’s
the author of several books. His latest is
The End of Work: Why Your Passion Can
Become Your Job.
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According to those with faith in the
blessings of free trade (and we at
American Consequences count ourselves
among them), high tariffs force a country to
beggar itself, and low tariffs tip the Horn of
Plenty, spilling forth the good things in life.
On the other hand, according to those
who believe trade deficits are sinful (and
this creed has adherents in high places),
low tariffs lead to dust and ashes and
gnashing of teeth, while high tariffs rake
gold, precious gems, and pearls beyond
price into a nation’s coffers.
Do tariff statistics prove one dogma or
disprove the other?
We consulted the World Bank’s data on
international tariff rates – or, to put it in
World Bank jargon, “the weighted mean
applied duties levied on imported goods,
capital, and services.”
At first glance, the countries with the Top
10 tariff rates seem to confirm the free
trade gospel.
Djibouti – 17.56%
Gabon – 16.93%
Chad – 16.36%
Equatorial Guinea – 15.63%
Iran – 15.23%
Central African Republic – 14.51%
Solomon Islands – 14.08%
The average GDP per capita (p/c) of
these countries is $3,953, with a high
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of $9,850 in Equatorial Guinea (they
have some oil) and a low of $418 in the
Central African Republic (they have some
cassava, when they can afford it).
GDP p/c is not a perfect indicator of
economic well-being, which partly
depends on how – and if – the GDP
is distributed. But GDP p/c is a useful
glimpse at material conditions, a sort of
“economic selfie.”
World average GDP p/c is $17,300. U.S.
GDP p/c is $59,532. The World Bank
poverty level (and it’s a very low level)
is $1.90 per person per day, or $693.50
a year. Assuming that each bread (or
cassava) winner has to provide for
four other people, then $630.50 x 5 =
$3,467.50 (and the multiplier is often
much greater than 5). Therefore, when
a country’s GDP p/c is below $3,500$4,000, nobody’s getting fat. (Other than
the almost inevitable dictator and his
wives and his children.)
So life sucks in countries with high tariffs.
Except...
We’ve only looked at seven out of the
top 10. There are three other countries
on the list. Bermuda – No. 1 in the world
with a tariff rate of 18.73%, Bahamas – No.
2 at 18.56%, and Cayman Islands – No. 5
at 16.72%. Two of these places, Bermuda
and Cayman Islands, are rolling in it, with
GDP p/c, respectively, of $87,478 and

$64,101. And Bahamas is comfortably
within the economic upper-middle-class
of nations with a GDP p/c of $30,762
(slightly less than Italy’s).
What allows these free trade heretics to
go unpunished and, indeed, prosper in
their apostasy?
Other statistics explain it:
Income tax in Bermuda: 0%. Income tax in
the Cayman Islands: 0%. Income tax in the
Bahamas: 0%. And corporate tax, capital
gains tax, tax on dividends and interest:
0% in all three locations.
So go ahead, you protectionists, raise
America’s tariffs! Think big! Don’t let
yourselves be outdone by puny Bermuda.
Make the U.S. import duty 20%, 25%, or
even higher! There’s just one little (very,
very little, 0%) condition...
Meanwhile, the countries with the
bottom 10 lowest tariff rates also present
conundrums. These have rates of 1.18%
or less and include three of the most
vigorous economies on earth – Hong
Kong, Singapore, and Australia. (It should
be noted that the U.S., at 1.67%, has a
fairly low rate as well.)
But the Bottom 10 also includes two
places so economically anomalous
that their tariff rates seem beside the
point. Tiny Brunei, with the population of
Wichita, Kansas, is afloat in oil and aloft
on natural gas, has no national debt,
and is rated by Forbes as the fifth richest
country in the world. Even the tinier and
not much more populous Macau is the

craps table of all Asia, with a whopping
GDP p/c rake-off of $80,893.
And then there are the remaining
countries... (The list totals 11 due to Hong
Kong and Macau being tied for lowest
tariffs, with none at all, and Australia and
Swaziland neck-and-neck at 1.18%, the
highest of the lowest.)
The remaining countries are not, for the
most part, as abjectly poor as the poorest
countries in the Top 10 tariff bracket. They
aren’t hellholes – but you can smell the
infernal pit’s sulfur fumes from there.
Botswana – .59% tariff $7,596 GDP p/c
Georgia – .67% tariff $4,078 GDP p/c
Mauritius – .79% tariff $10,547 GDP p/c
Namibia – 1.03% tariff $5,227 GDP p/c
Albania – 1.06% tariff $4,539 GDP p/c
Swaziland – 1.18% tariff $3,224 GDP p/c
Trade barriers aren’t the only problems
facing impoverished countries. Other
difficulties involve health, education,
culture, infrastructure, geography,
weather, ethnic strife, belligerent
neighbors, and, most of all, the foolish,
incompetent, and corrupt governments
that made these countries impoverished
in the first place – even if those
governments did have the sense to set
low tariff rates.
Free trade is a good thing, like having the
Lone Ranger on your side, but that masked
man doesn’t always fire silver bullets.
- P. J. O’Rourke

...SOMETIMES
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When it comes to
history, there’s
no denying that
tariffs were an
early building block
for the most
dynamic, richest
economy on earth.
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AMERICA WAS
BUILT ON TARIFFS
These days, tariffs are treated like a bad word.
They are to be avoided, condemned, and
shunned. Tweed-clad economists get visibly
agitated when discussing them on television.
Think-tankers in the Acela corridor scoff at
them as a “tax on consumers” that “makes us
poorer.” And because President Trump has
made tariffs a central piece of his economic
agenda – especially in our relationship with
China – they have become a hot button
political issue too.
But whether you are an ardent free-trader
or hope Trump takes a more “America First”
approach to our trade agreements in 2019,
it’s important to know that the consensus
opinion on tariffs has changed dramatically
over the course of American history. The back
and forth debates over tariffs in this country
are as old as the Republic itself.
In fact, if it weren’t for tariffs, there probably
wouldn’t be a United States of America.
The Founding Fathers went to war because of
“taxation without representation,” but much
of the colonists’ frustrations also came from
tariffs.

18th century Britain’s mercantilism dictated
that its colonies were to be a source of raw
goods, not finished products. This led to
Parliament passing the Molasses Act of 1733
and the Sugar Act of 1764, intended to
protect domestic industry on the British Isles.
It was the new tax contained in the Stamp
Act of 1765 that was finally too much for the
colonists to bear, but tariffs had built up their
resentment for decades.

By Buck
Sexton

Finally pushed over the edge, America had a
revolution, George Washington kicked King
George’s men out of Yorktown, and a new
nation was born. But guess what the new
government turned its attention to in 1789?
The second official act – right after oaths
of office – that the new Congress took was
passing the following legislation:
“Whereas it is necessary for that support
of government, for the discharge of
the debts of the United States, and
the encouragement and protection of
manufactures, that duties be laid on
goods, wares and merchandise”
Tariffs! The very first law the American
Congress ever passed was to raise revenue (it
American Consequences
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TARIFF HISTORY 101
feels like nothing has changed). This isn’t all
that surprising given the large debts the new
nation had from its war for independence.
Under the Articles of Confederation,
there was no mechanism for the federal
government to directly raise money. It had
to go to the states and basically ask for cash.
Unsurprisingly, this was insufficient to fund
the government.
None of this is to say that tariffs were
uncontroversial, even among the founders.
Alexander Hamilton was for them, whereas
Thomas Jefferson was against them. This
split between an agricultural economy in
the South that wanted something closer to
free trade and a growing industrial economy
in the North would continue to be a source
of tension all the way up the Civil War and
played a role in the causes of the war itself.
As we know, the North won that fight and
Congress soon passed all kinds of tariffs, all
the way up to the Great Depression in 1929.
Until federal income tax came about in
1913, almost all federal government income
came via these tariffs. It was tariffs that quite
literally funded the government. And it wasn’t
until after World War II that America really
embraced the doctrine of free trade.
The results speak for themselves. The last 80
years or so have seen an incredible explosion
of global wealth. More people were pulled out
of abject poverty in the 20th century than in
all the previous centuries of human history
combined. We have capitalism to thank for
this, and free trade has played no small part in
its expansion.
30
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We are wealthier and more prosperous
because of freer trade, despite the trade
deficits America has been running in recent
decades. In the words of Milton Friedman in
1978:
The gain from foreign trade is what we
import. What we export is the cost of
getting those imports. And the proper
objective for a nation as Adam Smith put
it, is to arrange things, so we get as large a
volume of imports as possible, for as small
a volume of exports as possible.
But just when it seemed the free trade mantra
had banished pro-tariff stances forever in this
country, the Trump administration came in
with a contrarian approach. Now, there is a
debate underway about just how “free” our
free trade really is. China has predatory trade
practices and engages in all kinds of unfair
practices, but even the EU and Canada have
tariffs in place. So does America. Free trade
has started to sound more like a guiding
principle than a description of global reality.
How do we resolve this? Will China back
down? Will free trade mean the 21st century
sees as great an explosion of wealth globally
– and here in America – as the century that
preceded it?
I’ll leave that to the economists.
When it comes to history, however, there’s
no denying that tariffs were an early building
block for the most dynamic, richest economy
on earth.
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By Ed
Crane

FREEDOM TO BUY
AND SELL IS A BASIC
HUMAN RIGHT,

DAMN
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TRADE POLICY?
JUST LEAVE ME ALONE, DONALD

N IT
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If I were a (tenured) professor of
political science, what would I do?
Glad you asked. I would devote the entire
semester to listening to the 3700 hours of
conversations recorded in the Nixon White
House between 1971 and 1973. Forget all
the Kennedy School lectures at Harvard
by August Scholars of government and the
executive branch. These tapes are the real
deal: Mediocre minds revealing bigotry and
profound ignorance of whatever subject they
happen to be addressing. And when they came
out to make their grand pronouncements, the
international media hung on every word.
Gene Healy’s remarkable 2008 book, The
Cult of the Presidency, lays out in detail the
process through which Americans have come
to “embrace a virtually limitless notion of
presidential responsibility.” As Healy writes,
“A man who trumpets his ability to protect
Americans from economic dislocation, to
shield them from physical harm and moral
decay, and to lead them to national glory
– such a man is bound to disappoint. Yet,
having promised much, he’ll seek the power
to deliver on his promises.”
Such a man, of course, currently occupies
the White House. Not to disparage him,
but Donald Trump is a truth-challenged,
narcissistic ignoramus. What he doesn’t
understand about economics could fill many
libraries, and his specialty in economic
ignorance is trade policy. For instance, he
is incapable of comprehending that tariffs
are taxes on American consumers. At the
recent G7 summit in Quebec he said, “We
as a nation lost $817 billion dollars on trade.
That’s ridiculous and it’s unacceptable.”
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Actually, that statement is ridiculous and
unacceptable. The idea that a trade deficit
represents a “loss” to America (or any
country) is stunningly stupid. Looked at
through Trump’s eyes, the couple hundred
bucks I leave at the Safeway each week is
accumulating into a pretty impressive loss...
Except I bring food and beverages home from the
Safeway, numbnuts. (Granted, when it comes
to the bill from my wife’s hair salon, Trump
may have a point.)
Nearly two and a half centuries ago, Adam
Smith made the economic case for free trade
in The Wealth of Nations. A lot of folks have
tried to disprove his points about butchers,
bakers, specialization, division of labor,
comparative advantage, and all that commonsense stuff. All have failed. Of course, Smith
can be a bit dry, so if you have a rogue Trump
supporter in the extended family, suggest she
read Henry Hazlett’s classic Economics in One
Lesson. Even The Donald could understand
it... if only he read.
Alas, recently canned Chief of Staff John
Kelly is the latest to inform us he doesn’t.
Gen. Kelly was keenly aware of another
benefit of trade – namely, the old saw that if
goods don’t cross borders, soldiers will. That
very important insight is usually attributed
to the great 19th century French political
economist Frederic Bastiat. (No one can seem
to cite where he allegedly said it, but it sure
sounds like him.)
But if economic ignorance has prevented
universal acceptance of the superiority of
free trade – more goods and services, more
employment, higher GDP, etc. – there is a
more important reason to support it: liberty.

Thomas Jefferson wrote the brilliant, inspiring
Declaration of Independence, wherein he
claimed the Founders had concluded that
we have certain “unalienable” rights and that
among them are the rights to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. No mention of a
strong economy. Turns out, of course, that
freedom naturally produces prosperity. And it
was the quest for freedom and independence
that inspired the Revolution. Thankfully,
Hamilton didn’t write the Declaration. Give
me a 401(k) or give me death!
That passion for liberty was a common
bond for most Americans up until the Great
Depression. No time here to discuss the
whys and wherefores of the Depression, but
manipulation of credit by the newly minted
Federal Reserve certainly had something to
do with it. In any event, FDR and other
advocates of an endlessly growing state
were happy to blame capitalism. Laissezfaire capitalism, at that. Earlier recessions
had righted themselves quickly because the
government did not intervene.
The Great Depression lasted a decade because
the brilliant planners in D.C. intervened
everywhere – particularly in trade. Remember
Smoot-Hawley? Because Donald Trump
thinks he is much brighter than he is, and
because trade manipulation is about the only
position he has never changed, we are living
with tariffs, import quotas, and even threats
to end trade completely with allies. Tariffs, as
Henry George once said, are doing to your
own economy in times of peace what your
enemies would do to you in times of war.
If liberty is the issue, I have a right to buy
or sell to an individual or company in

If economic ignorance has prevented
universal acceptance of the superiority
of free trade – more goods and
services, more employment, higher
GDP, etc. – there is a more important
reason to support it: liberty.
Timbuctoo, regardless of what Donald
Trump thinks. However, the 1962 Trade
Expansion Act, Sec. 232, allows the president
to levy tariffs for national security reasons.
So everything, including leather, becomes
a national security issue. Trump, needless
to say, is all over that bogus rationalization.
And now, for the first time, he has found a
Harvard PhD who provides him academic
cover. Peter Navarro, widely regarded as one
of the worst economists in the cosmos, is head
of the White House National Trade Council.
He backs up every bad economic instinct the
president’s gut generates.
Given the rise of the so-called progressive
movement, one would hope the GOP could
at least try to hold up the banner of free trade.
One would be wrong. The lame profile of
Republicans these days is a direct result of it
having given up on protecting liberty as its
raison d’etre. When the supply-side revolution
replaced liberty with economic growth as the
GOP’s reason for existing, the energy in the
party went south. And it will stay there as
long as Americans are indifferent to the trade
machinations of the unstable occupant in the
White House.
Edward H. Crane is co-founder and
president emeritus of the Cato Institute
libertarian think tank. He serves on
the boards of U.S. Term Limits and the
Institute for Free Speech.
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How Julian Simon Revealed the Earth’s Most
Valuable (and Abundant) Natural Resource...

TH
BE
By P. J.O’Rourke
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And How Paul Ehrlich
Wanted to Get Rid of It

HE
ET
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All trade depends on
natural resources –
the stuff with which goods are made and
services are provided. Everybody knows
the Earth has a limited amount of natural
resources. And everybody knows the
Earth has (or is in the process of getting)
an unlimited amount of people.
The world’s population was 3.64 billion
people 50 years ago. Since then, it has
grown to 7.28 billion. Therefore, we will
soon exhaust all of the Earth’s natural
resources. There won’t be enough food,
water, fuel, minerals, or even standing
room only.

We’re running out of everything!
Everybody knows that.
Except everybody who looks around the world
can see that it’s not true. Global population
may be twice as large, but global GDP is nearly
4.3 times greater than it was in 1969.
Global GDP has grown from about $18.5
trillion to about $80 trillion, according to
World Bank estimates adjusted for inflation.
We have double the number of people, but
they’re producing quadruple the goods and
services.

TEAM SIMON
People are a profit center.
The more we have the more we make.
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If we’re “running out of everything,” this is an
unusual way of showing it.
Which brings us to two unusual men, Julian
Simon and Paul Ehrlich. Half a century
ago, they got into an argument. Ehrlich
said the Earth’s natural resources were being
exhausted. Simon said, “Like hell they are!”
The argument began as a food fight. Ehrlich
claimed that Earth’s limited natural resources
could no longer support enough food
production to sustain the Earth’s expanding
population. Simon claimed that free-market
price signals indicated no shortage of natural
resources.
Simon and Ehrlich made a wager on 10year commodity price trends to prove who
was right. Simon was. Ehrlich said Simon
was right for the wrong reasons. And the
argument is still going on, even though
Simon died in 1998.
Ehrlich and Simon were well-matched
opponents: Both were born in 1932, both
were raised in New Jersey, both were from
Jewish families, and both were Ivy Leaguers –
Simon graduated from Harvard and Ehrlich
graduated from Penn. They both earned
PhDs, and both were college professors.
However – let us note – neither of these
men was an expert on human population
or demographics, nor did either have any
expertise in natural resources.
Simon’s BA was in experimental psychology.
Ehrlich’s was in zoology. Ehrlich’s doctorate
was in entomology, specializing in
lepidoptera (butterflies). Simon’s doctorate

BET
was in business economics, and he owned
a successful mail-order and advertising
company. Ehrlich taught biology at Stanford.
Simon taught economics and business
administration at the University of Illinois
and the University of Maryland.
So what we have here is not a quarrel between
specialists with their narrow viewpoints, but
an intellectual argument... a fight about ideas.
And – as the motto of this magazine says –
ideas matter.
Ehrlich started it with his 1968 book The
Population Bomb. As if the title isn’t panicky
enough, the opening sentences read:
The battle to feed all of humanity is over. In
the 1970s hundreds of millions of people
will starve to death in spite of any crash
programs embarked upon now. At this
late date nothing can prevent a substantial
increase in the world death rate...
Well, that didn’t happen. But unfortunately,
it isn’t just good ideas that matter. Bad
ideas matter, too. And Ehrlich’s idea was
not only to raise an alarm, but to put
forth some alarming ideas of his own –
such as a “Department of Population and
Environment,” which “should be set up with
the power to take whatever steps are necessary
to establish a reasonable population size in the
United States and to put an end to the steady
deterioration of our environment.”
(Imagine a “Penis Security Administration,”
or “PSA,” sending you through body scanners
while you have sex to make sure you’re
using a condom and aren’t doing it outdoors

where it might cause “deterioration of our
environment.”)
His book was a huge hit, selling over two
million copies, and Ehrlich appeared on The
Tonight Show with Johnny Carson.
Simon, a ferocious libertarian optimist,
took umbrage and spent the next decade
writing articles, think-tank studies, and
academic papers countering Ehrlich’s
furious Malthusian pessimism. (Another
difference between the two – and you may
have guessed it – Ehrlich had one child,
Simon had three.)
In his 1798 book, An Essay on the Principle
of Population, Thomas Malthus argued that,
“Population, when unchecked... increases
in a geometrical ratio [while] means of
subsistence... could not possibly be made
to increase faster than in an arithmetical
ratio.” In other words, there’s no end to the
number of babies that can be made, but you
can only plant so much wheat before you
run the plow into the side of the house.
It was a brilliantly self-evident idea that
left a number of 19th century cutting-edge
thinkers – John Stuart Mill, David Ricardo,
Charles Darwin – smacking themselves on
the forehead for not seeing it first. But, like
many brilliantly self-evident ideas (free love,
New Coke, GE Capital), it wasn’t so brilliant.

TEAM EHRLICH
People are a dead loss –
except too many of them are alive.
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In 1981, Simon published his book, The
Ultimate Resource, rebutting Ehrlich’s
The Population Bomb. (These intellectual
arguments move slowly – Ehrlich’s sequel, The
Population Explosion, rebutting Simon, was
published in 1990.)
The thesis of The Ultimate Resource (backed by
many facts and much clear thinking) is that
there’s no such thing as an exhausted resource.
When a resource becomes scarce, its price
goes up. The higher price causes people to use
the resource more efficiently, find a new way
to obtain the resource, or invent a substitute.
For example, whale oil was once a valuable
natural resource – used for the oil lamps that
lit most homes and as the main ingredient in
soap. Whale oil was so valuable that whales
were hunted almost to extinction. And yet,
we never ran out of whale oil. That is, we
never noticed that we ran out of whale oil –
because cheaper and more useful (and less
fishy-smelling) vegetable and petroleum oils
were replacing whale oil even before it became
scarce. The “ultimate resource” isn’t a thing...
It’s the amazing creativity of human beings.
Meanwhile, in 1980, Simon and Ehrlich
made “The Bet.” Simon proposed that Ehrlich
should select $10,000 worth of any five
publicly traded commodities that did not have
government price controls ($2,000 worth
of each). Then after 10 years, they would
calculate the price of those commodities in
inflation-adjusted dollars. If the price of the
commodities rose above $10,000, Simon
would pay Ehrlich the difference. If the price
fell below $10,000, vice versa.
40
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Ehrlich picked chromium, copper, nickel, tin,
and tungsten. (It’s interesting that, starvationobsessed as he was, Ehrlich didn’t choose any
food commodities.)
Between 1980 and 1990, the world’s
population grew by 800 million and global
living standards rose, but the prices of the
selected commodities declined anyway. Tin
sank 72%. Even copper – during this advent
of the “wired” era – went down by 3.5%.
In October 1990, Simon got a check in the
mail from Ehrlich for $576.07. But the check
came with no apology or concession of defeat.

Make your bets in the
commodity market any
way you want, but never
bet against people.
Simon’s critics said that due to inflation
and monetary instability during the 1970s,
commodity prices were at a high point in
1980. They said Simon got lucky.
I say, bullshit.
And subsequent research backs me up (or
rather, backs Simon up).
The Cato Institute, a libertarian think tank,
has a project called HumanProgress.org. To
put the Human Progress’ mission in Cato’s
own words:
Evidence from individual scholars,
academic institutions, and international
organizations shows dramatic
improvements in human well-being

BET
throughout much of the world... these
improvements have been especially
striking in developing countries.
Unfortunately, there is often a wide gap
between the reality of human experience...
and public perception, which tends to be
quite negative about the current state of
the world and skeptical about humanity’s
future prospects.
To rectify the widely held misperceptions
about the state of humanity, we have
gathered empirical data from reliable
sources that look at worldwide long-term
trends.
In a paper released at the end of last year,
Cato scholar and Human Progress Founder
Marian Tupy and Brigham Young University
economist Gale Pooley describe what they
call “The Simon Abundance Index.” Tupy and
Pooley created the index by expanding the
original wager made by Simon and Ehrlich
to include a basket of 50 “foundational
commodities” – energy, food, materials, and
metals – and by using price data from 1980
to 2017.

CLICK HERE
We’ll send you valuable updates
and always send an alert when the
next issue is published.

Even though the population of the world
increased by 69.3% during those 37 years,
the price of the 50 commodities declined by
36.3%.
Tupy and Pooley’s conclusion: “Every
additional human being born on our planet
appears to make resources proportionately
more plentiful for the rest of us.”
Make your bets in the commodity market any
way you want, but never bet against people.
American
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the case for

COMPEN
FREE T
Almost all liberals support globalization
and oppose economic nationalism. They
ignore the mounting evidence that, in its
current form, globalization is dangerously
incompatible with democracy.
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In his 2011 book The Globalization Paradox,
Harvard’s Dani Rodrik says that the nationstate, democracy, and globalization are
mutually irreconcilable: we can have any two,
but not all three simultaneously (he calls this
a “trilemma”). All over the world, the “nation”
has been revolting against globalization in the
name of democracy.

NSATED
TRADE
That became clear this year when U.S.
President Donald Trump imposed the first
of a widening set of tariffs against Chinese
goods, with China retaliating in kind. Trump
has also torn up two major international trade
treaties and threatened to withdraw from the
World Trade Organization.

The trigger for America’s turn to economic
nationalism is its widening trade deficit –
$566 billion in 2017 and growing – as the
U.S. economy recovers. But the deeper reason
is the correct perception that the resulting
current-account deficits are not “benign”
when they are being financed by inflows of
short-term capital, or “hot” money.

By Robert
Skidelsky
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COMPENSATED
A current-account deficit means that
a country is importing more than it is
exporting. And those excess imports can
lead to a net loss of “good” jobs. Six million
manufacturing jobs disappeared in the
first decades of the 2000s. The Rust Belt
made Trump president. “It’s time to rebuild
Michigan, and we are not letting them take
your jobs out of Michigan anymore,” he told
cheering crowds in Detroit in 2016.

a substantially lower trade deficit or other
meaningful benefits.
Is there a way to limit free trade that does
not lead to trade wars? The economist
Vladimir Masch has advocated an ingenious
“compensated free trade” (CFT) plan as a
way to achieve legitimate protectionist aims
without disrupting the world economic system.
Under this plan, policymakers would establish
a ceiling for the trade deficit each year and
impose limits on trading partners’ surpluses.
(Any products needed from a surplus partner
would be exempted from the partner’s export
limit.) In the U.S.’s case, this ceiling would
largely affect China, Mexico, Japan, and
Germany, which contributed $375 billion,
$71 billion, $69 billion, and $64 billion,
respectively, to the overall trade deficit in 2017.

Trump’s protectionism also has a geopolitical
root. Metal imports have led to the closing
of many enterprises that might be needed for
defense. China’s strategic “Made in China
2025” (MIC25) plan is a high-tech industrial
policy aimed at transforming China into a
dominant global leader in the industries of
the future. It significantly relies on stealing
advanced technologies from the United
States. If MIC25 is successful, the U.S. will
Under CFT, a trade-surplus country can
have a depleted economic and political future. reduce its exports to the set limit. But it could
also exceed its export quota if its government
In strictly economic terms, the political
paid the partner government a fine equal
character of one’s trading partners should
to the value of the excess exports, either
not matter. However, in a world of strategic
collecting the necessary sum from its export
competition, international commerce can
producers or using its currency reserves. (The
be, and usually is, an instrument of policy,
receiving government could use the fines to
and its use in that context should not be
enlarge its own investment programs.) But if
denied simply because it breaches the sacred
the surplus country tried to exceed its export
principle of free trade. As Friedrich List, the
limit without paying the fine, its surplus
nineteenth-century pioneer of economic
nationalism, pointed out, free trade assumes a exports would be blocked.
peaceful world.
This “smart” protectionism has several
advantages over crude tariffs. First and
Selective tariffs can be useful for protecting
foremost, it would automatically prevent
defense-related industries or to prevent
trade wars. Because CFT imposes limits just
other countries from stealing cutting-edge
on the trader’s surplus, any attempt by the
technologies. But as an overall trade policy,
tariffs are crude and inexact. The U.S. will
surplus country to decrease the value of its
incur high costs and might end up without
imports from the U.S. would automatically
44
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FREE TRADE
decrease the value of its allowed exports.
Second, CFT would confront, in one stroke
for each partner, government subsidies, price
and currency manipulations, and the other
dirty tricks of international trade. In contrast
to prolonged and often fruitless haggling
over trade treaties, results would be obtained
immediately.
Third, by rebalancing the financial and
trading arrangements of the global economy’s
participants, CFT would represent a step
toward addressing its current dysfunction.
CFT is not a complete solution, because
it leaves open the question of who should
adjust to whom. A reformed global payments
system, which mandates symmetrical
adjustment of global imbalances, would need
to tackle this issue.
Fourth, because of America’s leverage, its
adoption of CFT would “nudge” reluctant
trade-surplus countries to accept such a
payments system. Global finance would have
to operate within the limits that a balanced
payments system establishes.
Fifth, in terms of economic benefits to the
U.S., implementing CFT would stimulate the
return of offshore enterprises and jobs, thus
restoring the country’s industrial potential
and social balance.
Robert Skidelsky, professor emeritus of
political economy at Warwick University
and a fellow of the British Academy in
history and economics, is a member of
the British House of Lords. The author
of a three-volume biography of John
Maynard Keynes, he began his political

From a historical perspective, CFT essentially
amounts to a unilateral activation of the
scarce-currency clause (Article 7) of the
Bretton Woods Agreement, which allowed
the International Monetary Fund to declare
“scarce” the currency of a country running
a persistent trade surplus, permitting other
members to discriminate against its goods. It
is consistent with Article XII of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (the WTO’s
predecessor), which states that any country
“in order to safeguard its external financial
position and its balance of payments, may
restrict the quantity or value of merchandise
permitted to be imported.”
In short, CFT addresses trade deficits,
overcomes the limitations of tariffs, fights
trade manipulation, corrects current
mainstream economic theory, and is a
necessary step toward re-establishing a feasible
global payments system. In a nutshell, it
overcomes the Rodrik trilemma: one can have
the nation-state, democracy, and globalization
at the same time.
But only one nation-state, the U.S., has the
clout to deliver this. By doing so, it would
stop the global stampede to a virulent form
of economic nationalism. For that reason
alone, the Masch plan deserves serious
consideration.
career in the Labour party, became the
Conservative Party’s spokesman for
Treasury affairs in the House of Lords,
and was eventually forced out of the
Conservative Party for his opposition to
NATO’s intervention in Kosovo in 1999.
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By Eric
Wade

2018'S "CRYPTO WINTER"
WILL SOON THAW, AND BITCOIN
WILL SURGE. HERE'S WHY...

PTO
BACK?
American Consequences
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I can't name names...
but this fall, I was at a conference with a
high-profile crypto developer. When I asked
him about cryptocurrency prices, his posture
changed and his voice dropped half an octave.
“I don’t even look at that stuff anymore. I
can’t. It’s too painful.”
Another friend confided that he locked
himself in a room to cry. Several others sold
everything... every last token and coin they’d
ever owned.
Last year’s sell-off was so brutal it did more
than hurt people’s finances. It bruised their
egos. It made them question why they’d
bought crypto at all.
Now, they’re selling... but I’m buying.

I bought more crypto in 2018 than I did in
the previous three years combined. That’s
because this story is far from over.
Years from now, people will look back on
2018 as the before-and-after point in the
cryptocurrency markets.
I believe the price of bitcoin will reprice at
around five to 10 times its current level this
year. All those so-called “fanatics” who’ve been
predicting bitcoin values as high as $40,000,
$500,000, even $1 million... they’ll stop
sounding so crazy.
The bruised egos will heal. And they’ll buy
back in.
But first, something very important is going
to happen.

FIXING BITCOIN’S FIRST
FATAL FLAW
Editor’s Note Eric Wade makes a detailed
and carefully reasoned argument for
a “crypto comeback.” Is Eric right, or is
crypto dead as a smelt? We at American
Consequences frankly don’t know. But we
think what Eric has written is worth reading.
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Bitcoin seemed like a great idea when it first
came out. But it had a flaw all along... it’s
almost impossible for the average investor to
buy.
It was never designed for mass adoption by
regular people... It was designed for a small
community of crypto geeks like me, who buy
and sell computer memory cards as a hobby.

COMEBACK?
This stuff is natural to me. I’ve been studying
cryptography since I was a kid growing up
outside Los Alamos, New Mexico. My parents
worked at the nuclear laboratory there. I was
the boy in the corner with the cryptography
books.

This sea change could start as soon as early
2019.

And for die-hard crypto guys like me and
Vitalik Buterin, the ethereum cryptocurrency
founder who I’ve spent time with, there’s one
thing we’ve always dreamed of – that cryptos
will overthrow the ordinary financial system
and become a widely used currency.

It was started by the team that runs the New
York Stock Exchange – Intercontinental
Exchange (ICE). ICE runs the most
important futures markets in the world, as
well as the “clearing houses,” which are where
your money and stocks get exchanged when
you make a trade.

It hasn’t happened yet. But that’s not because
people don’t want to own and use it. It’s
because they can’t. Cryptos were made for
computer guys.
Buying, storing, moving, and protecting your
bitcoin is so complicated some people have
lost their entire investments because of a
simple typo. Most investors have stayed away
– even if they want the huge returns cryptos
are capable of – because bitcoin is just too
complicated.
Now, it’s time for bitcoin – and cryptos – to
grow up.

HOW ONE STARTUP WILL
CHANGE EVERYTHING
Soon, no one will remember all the
exasperating and complicated steps you had
to go through to get your hands on cryptos.
The idea of bitcoin “wallets” will be as
outdated as dial-up modems. Bitcoin will be
fully integrated into the financial system.

That’s when a startup called Bakkt plans to
launch (pending final regulatory approvals).
You might not have heard of Bakkt yet, but
you will.

Years from now, people
will look back on 2018 as the
before-and-after point in the
cryptocurrency markets.
ICE is precisely what the world of crypto
has been missing: a trustworthy “custodian.”
A place where you can buy bitcoin with the
click of a button... A place that’s insured,
secure, and worry-free.
The original “custodian” designation has been
around for 60 years. If the bank is going to
hold your stocks and bonds for you, it has a
basic obligation to keep them safe. It keeps
records. It makes sure your stocks don’t get
lost or stolen.
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Today, we take that infrastructure for granted.
The record-keeping is seamless. Our brokers
generate tax statements for us at the end of
the year automatically.

For Mom and Pop to trade bitcoin on Bakkt
– Bakkt must supply it instantly. To do that,
it has to hold it.

We have confidence that stocks we buy today
will be there tomorrow. There’s almost zero
chance of Apple shares disappearing from
your account.

BAKKT IS ONLY THE
BEGINNING

But with bitcoin, it’s more complicated
because it was designed to be “decentralized”
(which means no government, bank, or
organization is in charge of it). Anyone with a
computer can be part of the bitcoin network
so buyers can – and do – get hacked. But
Bakkt says it has the answer...

Every transaction that happens on the bitcoin
blockchain is public. You can see what people
are doing. You can see how they’re moving
money around.
You might not know who’s doing it, but you
know how many wallets are getting created.
You know how many bitcoins are transferred
from one account to another.
Last year, the number of transactions went up.

We’re in one of the worst
bear markets in bitcoin’s history,
and yet there’s all this
underlying activity.
ICE is building Bakkt right under our noses,
but it’s trying to keep it quiet. You see, along
with banks, brokers and private-equity funds,
Bakkt is a buyer behind the scenes.
It needs bitcoin. It can’t launch an exchange
without it. That’s how it becomes the marketmaker. That’s how bitcoin goes from the
geeky fringes to a massive online digital
trading platform.
The market-makers need their own supply. A
huge supply.

Let that sink in. We’re in one of the worst
bear markets in bitcoin’s history, and yet
there’s all this underlying activity. Bitcoin are
being moved and accumulated in a handful of
wallets... and then staying there.
In other words, a small number of people are
stockpiling a huge amount of bitcoin. They’re
doing it quietly. They’re doing it without
pushing up prices. The cheaper they can get
their bitcoin, the better. That’s because they’re
preparing for something.
Who are these mysterious buyers? And why
are they buying?
In the coming months, massive amounts of
money could start flowing through Bakkt.
That’s why the whole market could re-price at
a much higher level within days.
And Bakkt is only the beginning. Fidelity
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is working on a similar platform. So is
Citigroup. Other companies are buying
their way in. Goldman Sachs partnered with
BitGo (a blockchain security company)...
Japanese investment bank Nomura partnered
with Ledger, who makes hardware to protect
cryptos.
What we’re witnessing is a technological
cold war involving traditional financial
institutions. These companies know the
crypto industry’s going to be massive. And
they’re quietly positioning themselves to take
advantage of it.
They’re preparing for the next wave of new
buyers. And the next wave will be bigger than
anything we’ve ever seen.
I’ve seen the preludes already.
Looking back at 2013, we saw the first
major wave of new crypto investors. Back
then, the market jumped from thousands of
participants to millions.
Wave two came in 2017. The market size
catapulted from the millions to the tens of
millions.
And starting in 2019, the market’s going to
go through a third wave.
This time, it’ll go from tens of millions to
hundreds of millions. And we’re going to see
one of the biggest supply crunches of our
lifetimes.

FIXING BITCOIN’S SECOND
FATAL FLAW
By design, the total world supply of bitcoin
will only ever reach 21 million. Over time,
we’ve been climbing toward that number
as more bitcoin are awarded to the mining
computers that power the bitcoin network.

Right now, there are technically 17.4 million
bitcoins in existence.
But guess what?
There aren’t!
That’s bitcoin’s second fatal flaw. If you lose
access to your bitcoin, everyone else does, too.
They’re gone forever.

What we’re witnessing is a
technological cold war involving
traditional financial institutions.
Nearly 3 million bitcoins have already been
lost. They were put into virtual “safes” by an
owner who then lost the key. They’ll never,
ever come out. People lost their passwords, or
they lost their “wallets” completely. There’s no
recovering from this.
Another 2 million bitcoins have been stolen.
Their status is unknown, but they’ll probably
never return to the market.
And another 1 million belong to bitcoin’s
creator, Satoshi Nakamoto. That’s a
pseudonym. Nobody knows if Nakamoto is
a person or a group. But these coins are likely
gone forever.
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So that’s 6 million coins already off the
market. That means about 35% of the world’s
current supply is gone... And bitcoin hasn’t
even gone mainstream yet.

A WORLD BEYOND BITCOIN

Meanwhile, another 2.5 million bitcoins
are in the hands of the most fanatic crypto
backers. They call themselves the “hold on for
dear life” crowd and have no intention of ever
selling.

Bitcoin is fundamentally challenging the way
banks process financial transactions. When
the network launched a decade ago, it was
the first time in history we could use a peerto-peer network to send money around the
world. There are no middle men... no escrow
accounts... no payment processors... no
charge-backs... no banks signing off on your
transactions.

Put it all together, and 8.5 million bitcoins
are missing. That means nearly 50% of the
roughly 17.5 million existing bitcoins aren’t
available for trading. They aren’t available
to Fidelity or Goldman or ICE. They
aren’t available to the pension funds and

Bitcoin is fundamentally
challenging the way banks
process financial transactions.
endowments that want to get their hands on
them. And they aren’t available to you and
me.
So, what happens when everyone goes to buy
bitcoin at once?
Market forces kick in. It’s supply and
demand. And there simply won’t be enough
supply to meet demand. That’s how we’ll see
bitcoin values soar five or 10 times, practically
overnight.

I’m excited to see bitcoin reprice in 2019. But
there’s something I’m even more excited about...

It’s the biggest single change to global finance
since Richard Nixon took us off the gold
standard in August 1971.
But what bitcoin really created was a way
to send value over the internet. From
that perspective, crypto’s potential grows
exponentially.
Suddenly, we can apply that same technology
to the stock market. Instead of swapping
shares, we can turn them into tokens. Then,
they can trade on global exchanges 24/7. We
can give holders online voting rights. We can
prove ownership. We can automatically pay
dividends.
And we can tokenize everything. Real estate,
gold, even loyalty points at the gas station.
Right now, there are 2,000 cryptos in the
world. But we need to prepare for a world
with millions of cryptos.
And that’s not all.
What if we added a programming language
on top of all these tokens? We could create
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“smart contracts” – or computer code that
executes financial transactions automatically.
Some call it “programmable money.”
Here’s an example...
An airline passenger might buy an insurance
policy before her flight. If she lands more
than two hours late, she wants to be
reimbursed. With smart contracts, that can
happen automatically.
And this isn’t a hypothetical example. There’s
a French company called Fizzy that’s already
doing it by using ethereum to reimburse
passengers.

POTENTIAL 1,000%PLUS GAINS
Bitcoin is like the “reserve currency” of the
crypto world. A lot of crypto transactions
are priced in bitcoin, so if bitcoin gets more
expensive – and it will – everything else
reflects that gain.
Smaller cryptos have market caps that are a
tiny fraction of bitcoin’s... 1% of the size in
some cases.
Think about it in terms of large-cap stocks and
small-cap stocks. It takes a lot of money to
move Apple 10% higher, because it’s an $800
Eric Wade is an analyst, editor, and investor
who began picking stocks and trading
futures contracts in college, eventually
becoming a Certified Financial Manager at
the largest American retail brokerage.

billion business.
That means $80
billion must flow
into Apple to
produce that gain.

Compare that to
a business with a
$50 million market
cap, though – one
that’s less than 1%
the size of Apple.
Those kinds of
stocks go up 10%
higher all the time.
They can double
or triple in a day in
some cases.

INTERESTED IN
LEARNING MORE?
Crypto expert Eric Wade says
that last year’s sell-off was one of
the best things that could have
happened for crypto investors.
Prices today are as low as they
were before the market shot up
at the end of 2017.
But there are more than 2,000
cryptos out there. And 99% of
them are junk.
Eric has spent thousands of hours
analyzing the ones that show true
potential. And he’s boiled them
down to six. (You can learn more
about them by clicking here.)

This plays out the same way in the crypto
markets. For example, there was a month in
2017 when bitcoin went up about 50%. But
one small crypto went up 3,990% – 88 times
the gains.
A couple months later, same thing. From early
November 2017 until around Christmas 2017,
bitcoin went up 110%. But one of the tiny
cryptos I follow, called verge, went up 4,000%
in the same time span – 40 times the gains.
This is exactly what we’re going to see in the
smaller cryptos in 2019.
His cryptocurrency career began by
mining bitcoin and other cryptos, and he
has become a successful investor and
analyst in this space.
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Rudd
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PROSPECTS FOR U.S.-CHINA
RELATIONS IN 2019

Throughout 2018, much of Asia has been shaken by the new and increasingly
unpredictable dynamics in Sino-American relations. One year ago, U.S.
President Donald Trump returned from Beijing after his “state-plus” visit, which
China hoped had finally laid his anti-Chinese campaign rhetoric to rest. Twelve
months later, China and the United States are caught in an unresolved trade
war, and Trump’s administration has replaced U.S. “strategic engagement” with
China with “strategic competition.”

One year ago, moreover, the U.S., European,
and Chinese economies and markets were
roaring. Now, there is deep instability in
financial markets, with growth slowing in
China and Europe, and higher interest rates
beginning to bite in America. Uncertainty
over the future of the North Korean nuclear
negotiations is also darkening the picture.
So what are the prospects for U.S.-China
relations in 2019? It’s probable that by March
there will be an agreement on reducing the
bilateral trade deficit and the import decisions
that China will make to see it through. An
agreement on tariff reductions by then is
also possible, although its complexity may
lengthen the timeline. A tariff-by-tariff
approach could take a year. But if Chinese
economic reformers take a more dramatic
approach, by committing to zero tariffs
over time and challenging the Americans
to reciprocate, it could be concluded more
rapidly. But this would run counter to
decades of Chinese trade bureaucrats’ training
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to give away little, let alone be seen as giving
away everything at once.
The reform of so-called forced technology
transfer should be relatively straightforward.
Nonetheless, reform is different from how
contractual arrangements may be interpreted
in practice, even in the absence of any specific
technology transfer provisions.
Intellectual property protection, however,
is deeply problematic. Previous agreements
reached under President Barack Obama’s
administration could be reconstituted. But
the jurisdictional enforcement of breaches is
still hopeless. One possible mechanism is to
subject relevant contracts between Chinese
and foreign firms to international commercial
arbitration bodies located in Singapore or
Switzerland, designed to deal specifically with
the enforcement of IP protection.
If China objected, it might be possible to
develop China’s own domestically based
international commercial arbitration system.

But the country would need to appoint
qualified foreigners to its panel of arbitrators
to build international credibility. No one has
any confidence in China’s commercial courts.
For its own domestic reform needs, China
needs to move toward fully independent
commercial and civil divisions of its court
system, even if the criminal division remains
subject to political control.
American concerns about Chinese state
subsidies under the country’s Made in China
2025 strategy will be almost impossible

As China seeks to restabilize its relationship
with the U.S., its leaders are
likely to use 2019 to form
a deeper judgment about
the future of U.S. politics.
to resolve. The reality is that all countries
use degrees of government support for
their indigenous technology industries,
although China uses the most. Even if we
mandated a maximum level of state support
for a given firm, compliance would be
difficult to measure. I am not confident of
a negotiated outcome in this area. America
may simply need to outcompete China by
increasing public investment in research
and development across the information
technology and biotechnology sectors.

just to the U.S., but to all World Trade
Organization member states. This would
represent an almost irresistible opportunity
for China to champion global free trade and
arrest the trend toward protectionism.
Such a turn by China could include
approaching the Trans-Pacific Partnership’s
member states for accession, in an ironic effort
to outflank the U.S. (which Trump withdrew
from the TPP immediately upon taking office)
in the Asia-Pacific region. When it sees a
political and market opening, China can be
remarkably fleet of foot. Negotiations would be
difficult, but Japan’s reservations about China’s
TPP accession have softened since Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe’s recent visit to Beijing.
On the wider foreign policy and security
front, China in 2019 is likely to “de-conflict”
itself in its relations with other countries,
given the core strategic challenges posed by
the U.S. There is already some normalization
in relations with Japan. Recent Japanese Coast
Guard data indicate a drastic reduction in

We should also not rule out the possibility
of China pitching tariff reforms to the
wider international community as well.
For example, China could make a dramatic
commitment to zero tariffs over time not
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Chinese incursions into the Senkaku/Diaoyu
area in the East China Sea.
China also wants to de-escalate tensions
with the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations over the South China Sea through
the accelerated negotiation of a “code of
conduct.” China is also likely to enjoy a
calmer relationship with India, following the
bilateral summit in Wuhan in April. And
China may begin to moderate its stance on
Taiwan, given the poor results of Taiwanese
President Tsai Ing-wen’s pro-independence
Democratic Progressive Party in last month’s
local government elections. This would, of
course, change radically if the U.S. proceeds
with further significant arms sales to Taiwan,
as is likely. Maritime incidents with the U.S.
in the South China Sea have continued, and
the conflict may sharpen if the U.S. pursues
its Freedom of Navigation program more
vigorously next year.
Across Eurasia, China will continue to roll
out its Belt and Road Initiative. However,
in recent months, the BRI has attracted less
domestic political fanfare. There is already
debate among Chinese officials about revising
certain BRI modalities, following negative
reaction to Sri Lanka’s handover to China of
the Hambantota Port, and concerns over the
BRI’s long-term affordability. We may therefore
see less Chinese BRI triumphalism in 2019.

Kevin Rudd, former prime minister
of Australia, is president of the Asia
Society Policy Institute in New York and
chair of the Independent Commission
on Multilateralism.
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Moreover, China is likely to consolidate and
expand its role within the existing United
Nations and Bretton Woods institutions,
rather than emphasizing new institutions
of international governance. It will likely
continue to be the WTO’s new champion,
and to sustain its posture on global climate
change as agreed under the 2015 Paris
climate agreement. To the more sober minds
in China’s foreign policy establishment, it is
better to focus on the existing machinery of
the global rules-based system, particularly
when the U.S. is demonstrating systematic
contempt for it.

As China seeks to restabilize its relationship
with the U.S. and ease
tensions in its non-U.S.
relationships, its leaders
are likely to use 2019 to
form a deeper judgment
As China seeks to re-stabilize its relationship
with the U.S. and ease tensions in its nonU.S. relationships, its leaders are likely to
use 2019 to form a deeper judgment about
the future of U.S. politics: the impact of
the Mueller investigation on Trump and
his administration, and whether a new
president in 2020 (or sooner) would in any
way change the emerging new U.S. strategy.
While they have already concluded that a
deep shift in American attitudes to China has
occurred, they remain uncertain about what
precise form that shift is taking, and whether
a fundamental shift in their strategy (as
opposed to tactics) is warranted.
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DOW 50,000?

Sooner than you think…
BY DR. STEVE SJUGGERUD

This is your last warning… your final
chance.
Mark my words…
You will likely NEVER see another
opportunity like this again.
Not in this lifetime…
You see… we’re on the verge of a massive
panic – but not the kind of panic most
people expect.

If history repeats, we’re about to see the
DOW race past 40,000… 50,000… even
higher.
25,000 was just the beginning.
You may disagree with my prediction. Or
believe this sort of outcome is impossible…
But as I’ll show you, it’s all happened before.
Go here to see why I believe it’s
already begun…

WHAT WE
LEARNED
New Year’s Day, we awoke to the sound of sirens.
After a week at the family farm, we had
come back to the city for New Year’s Eve.
But hardly had the new year begun when the
echoes of the old year filled the streets and
alleyways.
Over the holidays, a mental defective had
firebombed nine cars near our house in
Baltimore. And this morning, the bums are
still sleeping at the church entrance next door.
One of them has turned the whole area into a
dump, with trash and rags strewn all over the
steps.
“Yes, it looks like 2019 is going to be a lot
like 2018,” said one of the children.
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WHERE WE COME
FROM

But before we get to where we are going, let
us back up to look at where we come from.
What happened in 2018? We went around
the table on New Year’s Eve and asked what
everyone had achieved in the 12 months just
passed.
“We put a roof on one barn and a foundation
under another,” we volunteered. We had just
spent the holidays working on the family
farm, shoring up an old barn with concrete
and cinder blocks; the dirt was still under
our fingernails and the work still fresh in our
mind.

By Bill Bonner

FROM 2018
It was little to show for a whole year, but at
least it was something real and durable.
But what about the wider world? Are our
foundations more solid? What did we learn?
The headline events are easy to recall. “If
it bleeds, it leads,” say the old newspaper
editors.
Mr. Trump, waving his saber wildly, made
the headlines every day. North Korea, China,
Canada, his own staff... trade wars... porn
stars... shyster lawyers... Trump charged like
Cardigan at Balaclava – with great gusto, but
little reconnaissance. And like Cardigan, he
survived and became a hero to his fans.
But for all the sound and fury, what did it
accomplish? Where did it take us? Are we
better off?

FOLLOW THE MONEY

Our beat is money. So we will skip the culture
wars, nominee confirmations, and foreign
policy initiatives. Let’s just follow the money.
And what we notice immediately is that the
last decade (save the final three months) was
a great time to be rich. The Fed pumped
up your stocks, bonds, real estate, and
collectibles… And then, Donald J. Trump
added a tax cut.
Even after the sell-off at the end of the year,
the typical stock owner was still two to three
times richer than he was in 2009.

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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But his luck seemed to be running out. By the
end of 2018, he was losing money and ended
the year down about 6%.
In keeping with the loony zeitgeist of the
year, the stock of WWE (pro wraslin’) tripled
during the first nine months of 2018. But
the typical fan didn’t own the stock; he didn’t
have a stock portfolio.
He had only his time to sell – by the hour, the
day, the week, or the month.
And his time became less valuable. In March
2009, he could have worked for 40 hours and
used the money to buy the entire S&P 500. Now,
he’ll have to work three times as long – 127
hours – to buy the same collection of stocks.

It was still a big, fat, ugly bubble...
and Mr. Trump made it even
bigger, even fatter, and even
uglier by adding more lard.

And even over the last 12 months, his time
took a body slam. According to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, the average working stiff
earned $26.71 per hour on January 1, 2018.
Today, he earns $27.35 – 64 cents more, or a
2.4% increase.
But the inflation rate for 2018 was about
2.5%. That means he actually lost 2 cents per
hour during the last 12 months.
That would account for a savings rate that
has dropped to the lowest level in 12 years –
2.4%. A lower savings rate, of course, means
that people have less to save… or are drawing
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down previous savings.
Either way, it is what people do when they
are losing ground.

UGLY BUBBLE

Overall, real wealth (very roughly measured
by GDP) grew at about 3% in the U.S. last
year – totaling some $600 billion worth of
additional output.
But at the same time, debt grew faster. The
federal deficit alone was $833 billion (and is
already programmed to go to $1 trillion this
year). Altogether, corporate, government,
and household debt grew by $1.9 trillion
– or more than three times as much as the
output that must support it.
The 2018 economy was heralded,
nevertheless... by the press, Wall Street, and
the president... as a great achievement.
Mr. Trump quickly forgot all about the
“big, fat, ugly bubble” that he claimed
Barack Obama had created. Now, it was
HIS big, fat, ugly bubble... and it was
beautiful.
Unemployment went down to levels not
seen since the 1950s. GDP growth even
pushed up into the 3-4% range for a couple of
quarters – just as it had under Barack Obama.
Trouble was, it was still a big, fat, ugly
bubble... and Mr. Trump made it even
bigger, even fatter, and even uglier by adding
more lard.
The idea was that cutting taxes for the rich
would cause the economy to grow faster and
wealthier.

And it would have worked if the feds had cut
spending, too.
This would have released real resources
that the feds were wasting on assorted
boondoggles to be put to work shoring up
businesses and improving output.
Alas, that part of the message wouldn’t fit into
a tweet. Instead, the feds increased spending
and increased the debt.
And as we’ve mentioned before, if you could
get rich by borrowing and spending – or by
simply “printing” money – there would be a
lot more rich people on God’s green ball.
And so it came to pass that in 2018, the Fed
continued to lend money at below the rate of
consumer price inflation (effectively giving it
away)... and Washington continued to spend
money it didn’t have on things it didn’t need.
The rich lost money on Wall Street. The
poor lost money as the Main Street economy
stumbled. The year came to a close and we
were all collectively older and poorer. But no
wiser.
What’s ahead for 2019?
As we will see, the past casts its shadow over
the future. Bloomberg is on the case:
Key Fed Yield Gauge Points to Rate
Cuts for First Time Since 2008
Some of the most accurate gauges of
economic health are pricing in lower Fed
rates for the first time in more than a
decade.
The little-known near-term forward
spread, which reflects the difference

between the forward rate implied by
Treasury bills six quarters from now and
the current three-month yield, fell into
negative territory on Wednesday for the
first time since March 2008. Two-year
yields dipped below those on one-year
paper in December.
“This is a crystal ball, it’s telling you about
the future and what the market thinks of
the Fed and what it will do with its policy
rate,” Tony Crescenzi, market strategist
and portfolio manager at Pimco, said in
an interview with Bloomberg TV. “The
market is predicting a rate cut at the
beginning part of next year.”

The year came to a close and
we were all collectively older and
poorer. But no wiser.

RANG THE BELL

A crystal ball? Probably not. The credit
markets are warning of an approaching
recession. And the stock market rang its bell
last year when the S&P 500 peaked at around
2,900 in September – warning of a bear
market.
But there are no crystal balls in the financial
markets.
Markets provide information. It has to
be new, surprising information or it’s not
information at all. “Tell me something I don’t
know,” says the investor.
That’s why the Fed’s price fixing of short-term
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interest rates is so destructive. The big players
game the system. They know what to expect...
so the risk of speculating goes down.
And with the inflation-adjusted rate of
interest on Fed Funds below zero, the cost of
speculating goes down, too. No wonder the
amount of speculating goes up!
And since most speculating is done with
borrowed money... the amount of debt goes
up. Then, like an overloaded ferry, the extra
debt weighs down the economy. Riding low
in the water, there is still no guarantee the
boat will sink. But watch out.

Like an overloaded ferry, the
extra debt weighs down the
economy. Riding low in the
water, there is still no guarantee
the boat will sink. But watch out.

BACK INTO WHACK

We’ll wait along with everyone else to see
what “Mr. Market” will do. But we’ll keep an
eye on the weather, too. There are patterns,
trends, and moral lessons that make some
outcomes more likely than others.
It’s not like flipping a coin, where every flip
is independent of the last one. A 20-year-old
man may want a refrigerator with a lifetime
guarantee. But a 90-year-old can save his
money. Even a cheap icebox will probably last
longer than he will.
And Mr. Market is a cynic and a spoiler.
When he smells flowers, he looks for the
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coffin. And when he sees Humpty Dumpty
sitting on the wall, he knocks him off.
The longer and higher the bull market goes,
the less likely it is to continue. Why?
Because there are feedback loops and
automatic stabilizers that bring an outof-whack market back into whack. High
prices bring low ones. And vice versa. And
a boom built on stimulus gimmicks casts a
particularly dark shadow; it always ends in a
bust.
Mr. Market, of course, can do what he
wants. Steel, concrete, and cabbages may be
predictable. He’s not.
When something is widely expected, it
usually doesn’t happen. Because if you knew
in advance what was coming, you would race
ahead. It would be like knowing where you
were going to have a fatal accident – that
would be the last place you’d go!
And that’s why investor sentiment indicators
are only useful as contrary indicators. When
investors are extra bullish, it’s time to get out.
When they are extremely bearish, it’s time to
buy.
But you don’t have to trust surveys to find
out – just look at the prices. Real sentiment
moves with the ticker. And currently, stocks
are very expensive.
In terms of Shiller’s P/E ratio, which looks at
share price compared to the past 10 years of
earnings, stocks are almost exactly where they
were in 1929.
Tobin’s Q ratio, the ratio of market value to
a company’s asset replacement cost, is 1.08.

Again, that puts stocks higher than in 1929.
And many other measures put stocks way
ahead, too, breaking all records – stocks/
EBITDA... stocks/PEG... stocks/sales and
profits... stocks/corporate profit margins...
Hussman’s margin-adjusted CAPE... stocks
to disposable personal income... and Warren
Buffett’s favorite – the Wilshire 5,000 to
GDP...
By almost any measure you choose, stocks are
near the top of their trading range, a point
rivaled only by 1929 and 1999.

NEED GOLD
In these circumstances, you don’t need a
crystal ball. You need gold. If you stay in
stocks, you could lose half of your money... or
more... and then wait 20 years or more to get
even.
If you get out of stocks, you will only lose
the potential upside, which doesn’t seem
worth the risk. And so far this century, an
investment in gold has beaten an investment
in the S&P – even when accounting for
dividends – but with much less risk or
volatility.
Most likely, stocks will rebound a little early
in the year. Then, with the holidays over and
the effect of the eggnog and cocktails wearing
off, investors will go back to their desks and
their laptops.
They will rub their eyes and listen for another
clanging bell. Suddenly, or gradually, it will
become clear that the good-news economy of
2018 was mostly a fantasy.

If you stay in stocks, you could lose
half of your money... or more...
and then wait 20 years or more to
get even.

Take away one-time mood boosters – the
unfunded tax cut, the unfunded extra federal
spending, the repatriated profits, buybacks,
and extra debt – and the whole “growth” story
disappears.
And then, a tinkling sound in the
background... barely audible at first... will
grow louder...
The tattered investor will shudder. And he’ll
feel the shadow of 2018 creeping over him...
the worst year since 2008.
He’ll look across the hall to the bond traders.
There, he will discover that he can earn
2.64% on a risk-free 10-year U.S. Treasury
bond.
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AS THE 116TH CONGRESS
CONVENES THIS MONTH,
power has shifted from Republican
control of both the Senate and House to
a Republican Senate and a Democratic
House, poised to battle each other under
a Republican president who is under fire.
How can American political history help
us anticipate what might be in the offing?

CONGRESSIONAL DIVISION
MEANS CONFLICT
The Democratic takeover of the House was
not unusual. The party not in power in the
White House usually gains ground during
midterm elections. That’s especially true in
the House of Representatives, where all seats
are up for grabs every two years.
Four previous midterm elections that
produced divided Congresses suggest what to
expect over the next two years.
In 1890 and 1910, Democratic majorities in
the House brought an end to the agendas of
presidents Benjamin Harrison and William
Howard Taft, both Republicans, and set
the stage for Democratic triumphs in the
presidential contests of 1892 and 1912.
Harrison had promoted tariffs and federal
protection for black voters, but neither policy
stood a chance of legislative success given the
Democrats’ House majority.
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Perhaps the most noteworthy achievement
of Congress during Taft’s final two years was
the framing of a constitutional amendment
providing for the direct popular election
of United States senators. Previously, state
legislatures had usually made that selection.
Proposed constitutional amendments are not
subject to presidential veto, so the process
bypassed Taft altogether. The amendment was
ratified in April 1913.

GRESS

LOTS OF QUESTIONS
AHEAD

And the History
of Governing by a
House Divided

Two other historic midterm setbacks for
the party in power support a forecast for
more combative politics during the next
two years. They suggest that a Democraticcontrolled House of Representatives can
undertake investigations of the Republican
administration that could bring a presidency
to a halt.

By Brooks D.
Simpson
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In the fall of 1858, Republicans secured
control of the House of Representatives.
They quickly went to work to investigate the
wrongdoings of James Buchanan’s already
stumbling presidency.
The investigation scrutinized allegations that
Buchanan and members of his administration
had bribed Democrats with either money or
patronage jobs. Those bribes were to ensure
the success of administration policies to
admit Kansas to the union as a slave state
and to reward Democratic supporters with
government contracts.

Vigorously using the power
to launch investigations,
Democrats struck telling blows
against Ulysses S. Grant’s
administration.
The committee didn’t gather sufficient
evidence to secure Buchanan’s impeachment.
But it uncovered enough wrongdoing
to damage his presidency as well as the
Democratic Party in a presidential election
year – the 1860 election that resulted in
Republican Abraham Lincoln’s victory.
Sixteen years later, the Democrats got their
revenge when they regained control of the
House in the midterm elections of 1874.
Their electoral victory, Democrats believed,
hinged on a combination of unfortunate
elements that hurt Republicans.
Those elements included the onset of an
economic depression in 1873, revelations of
corrupt behavior among leading congressional
Republicans, and the growing unpopularity
of Reconstruction. Southern Democrats
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also benefited from efforts to suppress black
political participation through violence and
intimidation.
The Democratic triumph proved the death
knell for Republican efforts to promote
Reconstruction through federal legislation,
especially to secure the protection of black
rights.

Vigorously using the power to launch
investigations, Democrats struck telling blows
against Ulysses S. Grant’s administration.
They exposed the corrupt behavior of several
cabinet members, notably Secretary of War
William Belknap, who was charged with
accepting kickbacks from holders of frontier
trading posts. The House impeached Belknap,
who escaped conviction only because he had
already resigned.
Other House investigations damaged the
reputations of Grant’s brother Orvil, who was
also involved in accepting kickbacks for trading
post licenses, and Secretary of the Navy
George M. Robeson, who was accused of
improper dealing with shipbuilding contracts.
Adding to Grant’s woes was the fact that
his own secretary of the treasury had been
pursuing the prosecution of the president’s
private secretary for revenue fraud. Grant
retired from office with a reputation for
presiding over a cesspool of corruption rarely
seen in our nation’s history.
Both parties ran reform candidates in 1876,
with the victorious Rutherford B. Hayes, a
Republican, pledging to end federal support
for black voting rights in the South.

W CONGRESS
STALEMATE AND
STRUGGLE

Even if the majority party retains control
of both the presidency and both houses
of Congress, a president may still find his
agenda languishes. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
desire for additional New Deal initiatives
was frustrated by Republican gains in 1938.
Those gains allowed the minority party to join
with southern Democrats to block further
legislation.
Sometimes the opposition party increases
its control of both houses. In 1866, an
overwhelming Republican triumph led to vetoproof majorities in the Senate and the House.
Just two years after the end of slavery,
Republicans wanted to pass Reconstruction
legislation to re-establish state governments
throughout the South that included AfricanAmericans as voters, convention delegates and
officeholders.
When Democratic President Andrew Johnson
tried to obstruct the legislation’s passage,
lawmakers overrode his vetoes.
On occasion, the party in the White House
loses control of both houses of Congress,
forcing the president to seek common ground
with his political foes where possible. Just as
often, the outcome results in stalemate and
confrontation.
President Bill Clinton resisted House Speaker
Newt Gingrich’s vision of a “Contract with
America,” which promoted slashing various
federal programs, eventually leading to a pair
of government shutdowns totaling 27 days in
1995 and 1996.

President Barack Obama found it difficult to
get anything done after the 2010 midterms
brought to Congress a Republican majority
determined to block administration
initiatives.

ENOUGH POWER TO
INVESTIGATE, NOT
LEGISLATE
While today’s House Democrats hold
different political beliefs than did their party
brethren 144 years ago, they confront a
similar situation.
A Republican president and Senate spell
doom for the Democratic House’s legislative
agenda. But Democrats can check their foes’
ambitions.
A target-rich environment of rumored
corruption, malfeasance, and scandal may
prove sufficiently tempting to spark a series
of investigations that could undermine the
Trump presidency. They could also enhance
Democratic political prospects for 2020.
Originally published on The Conversation

Brooks D. Simpson is an ASU
Foundation professor of history at
Arizona State University, where he is a
member of the College of Integrative
Sciences and Arts faculty and serves
as faculty head of the interdisciplinary
humanities and communication faculty.
As a historian of the United States,
Professor Simpson studies American
political and military history as well as the
American presidency, specializing in the
era of the Civil War and Reconstruction.
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THE DEFINITION OF A FREE-MARKET TRADE:
Each party gives something he or she values less in return for
something he or she values more, and both parties benefit.
This issue of American Consequences is (mostly) about those
benefits. But is there a detrimental side to trade? Trade brings
people together, often from very distant and very different places.
“Bringing people together” sounds lovely. But anybody who knows
anything about people knows that when you bring them together
the result can be fun... or mayhem. Think “Wedding reception at
about one o’clock in the morning.”

By P.J.
O'Rourke

Trade itself may be a happy activity, but trade means transport, and
transport means trade routes, and trade routes are where people
are brought together... not always in a happy way.
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TRADE ROUTES

When we trace the globe’s ancient trade
routes, it is unpleasant to see what
contentious regions they traverse and what
grievous political fault lines they follow. Even
worse is to note that most of these antique
grudges are still evident on modern maps.
Among the oldest major trade routes is the
link between “cradles of civilization” in Egypt
and Mesopotamia. This runs northeast along
the Mediterranean littoral from the Nile
to the headwaters of the Euphrates. People
have been fighting there forever. The Old
Testament tells us about it. And that’s the
combat record of just one small tribe.
Full-scale warfare in the Levant began at least
4,000 years ago during the reign of Pharaoh
Mentuhotep II and lasted until... the end of
time is my best guess.
It would take a very brave caravan to
transport goods along this route today. I
wouldn’t care to be the guy leading the camels
past the IEDs of Sinai terrorists, through
the Gaza kill zone, past trigger-happy Israeli
checkpoints, across the chaos of Lebanon,
into Syria where ISIS is no less murderous
just because it’s “almost defeated,” only to
wind up in Baghdad.
What do I have that I could sell in Baghdad?
(If you don’t count the weapons I’ve paid for
with my U.S. tax dollars.)
Things are not much friendlier along the “Silk
Road,” which, starting in 200 B.C., linked
China to Europe. (And may continue to do
so with China’s “New Silk Road” or “Belt
and Road Initiative” to span Eurasia with
transportation infrastructure.)
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The ancient Silk Road’s path begins in what is
now the industrial heartland of China. (These
days, whether China is anyone’s friend is a
reasonable question.) The route then winds its
way through Beijing’s restive Muslim Xinjiang
province, cuts though the fraught maze of
former Soviet republics in Central Asia –
Trashcanistan, Karjackistan, etc. – crosses very
grumpy Iran, and makes its way to the EU
(where all the countries are quarreling) by way
of Turkey (which wants to join the EU so it
can get in on the quarrel).

Why are trade routes
less like a pleasant
shopping trip and more
like something Virgil
guided Dante through in
the Inferno?
The Grand Trunk Road, in use across
the Indian subcontinent since the third
century B.C., is no better. It goes from “the
graveyard of empires” beyond the Khyber
Pass to Afghanistan’s frenemy Pakistan to
Afghanistan’s frenemy’s enemy India to India’s
bullied stepchild Bangladesh.
Why are trade routes less like a pleasant
shopping trip and more like something Virgil
guided Dante through in the Inferno?
Everyone along the way wants a piece of
the action. Trade routes extend from one
productive place to another productive place.
But in between are any number of places
that produce nothing but thieves. Or – as the
thieves are called when they get sufficiently
organized to impose tolls, imposts, and tariffs
– governments. Unproductive and rapacious

governments still line trade routes long after
the trading has gone elsewhere.
Any exchange of products also leads to an
exchange of knowledge and ideas. Again,
“exchange of knowledge and ideas” sounds
lovely. But this depends on the form the ideas
take and the way the knowledge is used.
Warring religious ideologies have devastated
the Levantine trade route for an extraordinary
length of time in an amazing variety of ways
– parting of the Red Sea, walls of Jericho
falling down, Babylonian captivity of the
Jews, Herod’s Massacre of the Innocents,
Masada mass suicide, Muslim conquest
where a thousand years of Roman Empire
was defeated by random Arab tribesmen,
Christian crusades ranging from the allegedly
chivalrous to the absurd (Children’s Crusade
of A.D. 1212), Ottoman domination (rule
by footstool?), and a very long movie starring
Peter O’Toole as Lawrence of Arabia flouncing
around in silly clothes, plus whatever horrors
tomorrow’s headlines will bring.
Was knowledge a good thing for PreColumbian Americans? The Admiral of the
Ocean Seas returned from what he thought
was an exploration of trade routes to the
spice-rich Indies with the knowledge (soon
shared by every country in Europe) that there
were two whole continents over there, and
they were basically defenseless.
So the Europeans got colonialism and
imperialism ideas...
And along with an exchange of ideas and
knowledge comes an exchange of germs. Some
experts in epidemiology and demographics

estimate that European diseases killed as much
as 80% of the Native American population,
not counting the Native Americans the
Europeans killed on purpose.
Likewise with the Black Death, which killed
as much as half of Europe’s population in the
14th century, it traveled down the Silk Road
from Asia.
Among the effects of the bubonic plague was
a weakening of feudalism. (The serfs were
dead.) Enfeebled feudalism led to a rise in
nation states, causing European warfare to
expand from local scuffles into true “national
war efforts” – thus, Europe’s history of truly
horrendous conflicts starting with the 16181648 Thirty Years’ War (8 million casualties)
and ending with World War II (85 million
casualties). Or maybe ending with World War
III, depending on what Vladimir Putin is up
to. And all of that is at least partly to blame
on a trade route...
As a lot of wars are. If you’ve got a road and
you can carry loads of frilly panties, crepe de
chine frocks, and Hermes scarves down it,
you can march an army up it. The Mongol
hordes did.
And no mention has even been made of the
devastation caused by the kind of trade route
where the trade involved a market that was
anything but “free.” The slave trade is the
worst thing human beings have ever done.
Free trade encompasses many excellent
principles. How many excellent principles
human beings encompass is another matter.
Maybe we should keep humans off the trade
routes...
American Consequences
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TRADE DEPENDS ON A MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE

SILENT
INFLATION
In many countries, inflation has become so low and
stable in recent decades that it appears to have faded
into the woodwork. Whereas galloping inflation was once
widely viewed as the No. 1 economic problem, today
most people – at least in developed countries – hardly
ever talk about it or even pay attention to it. But “silent
inflation” still has subtle effects on our judgment, and it
may still lead to some consequential mistakes.

Getting Your Money’s Worth Is One Thing...
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By Robert
J. Shiller

What Your Money Is Worth Is Another
American Consequences
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ince New Zealand’s central bank set the
first example in 1989, monetary authorities
around the world have increasingly pursued
a policy of setting inflation targets (or target
ranges) that are substantially above zero. That
is, policymakers plan to have inflation, but
steady inflation. What used to be a dirty word
is now announced publicly, and moderation is
enforced.
Central Bank News tabulates these targets
for 68 countries. The European Central Bank
targets annual inflation in 2018 at “below,
but close to, 2%.” In Canada, Japan, South
Korea, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, the 2018 inflation target is 2%.

If we're not careful to remember
the effects of inflation on all
prices, it might seem that we
are living in a magnificently
successful new era. With silent
inflation, it can be easy to forget
that the truth is much
less dramatic...
China and Mexico target 3% annual price
growth. In India and Russia, the target rate
is 4%. It is 5% in Ukraine and Vietnam, and
6% in Azerbaijan and Pakistan.
Some countries have had double-digit
inflation targets. Egypt has set a target of
13%, plus or minus 3%, for this year. But
most countries have set their 2018 inflation
targets between 2% and 6%.
It is worth translating these annual inflation
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targets to longer-term inflation, assuming
that the target is not changed in coming
years. Inflation of 2% per year implies 22%
inflation over a decade, or 81% inflation over
30 years. That will make numbers measured
in currency look a lot bigger over time, even if
nothing real is changing.
It is a lot worse if one considers a 6%
inflation rate. At that pace, prices would rise
79% in 10 years and almost sixfold in 30
years.
Such policies cause a sort of magnification
of the present in the minds of most people.
Suppose you ask someone who has been
living in the same house for 30 years what
he or she paid for it. The purchase price will
probably look ridiculously small. If one is not
careful to remember the effects of inflation on
all prices, it might seem that we are living in a
magnificently successful new era. With silent
inflation, it can be easy to forget that the
truth is much less dramatic.
At the same time, in an age of Internet
rumors and fake news, the world today can
look a little unmoored from history. That
might create a sense of real risk.
Inflation targeting has other effects, too,
which seem to be more on the minds of
central bankers.
In his influential 1998 book Inflation
Targeting, Ben Bernanke and his co-authors
advised policymakers to announce a target
inflation rate because it “communicates the
central bank’s intentions,” which would
“reduce uncertainty.” The announced rate
should be substantially positive, they wrote,

because if officials tried to get it close to zero,
any mistake could result in deflation, which
“might endanger the financial system and
precipitate an economic contraction.” As
Federal Reserve Chair from 2006 to 2014,
Bernanke formally introduced inflation
targeting in the United States in 2012, setting
the annual rate at 2%, where it has remained
ever since.

record 22.6% decline on October 19, 1987.
But media reports chose to point out that the
February 5 drop was the biggest-ever oneday decline in absolute terms (1,175 points
on the DJIA). Presenting a drop this way is
misleading and might encourage some panic
selling. The amplitude of stock market point
swings invariably grows with general inflation
in all prices.

But reducing uncertainty about prices
by keeping the inflation target at 2% or
more might actually increase a sense of
uncertainty about real things like home
values or investments. While it is right to
worry about massive deflation, the historical
relationship between deflation and recession
is not all that strong. In a 2004 paper, the
economists Andrew Atkeson and Patrick
Kehoe concluded that most of the evidence of
a relationship comes from just one case: the
Great Depression of the 1930s.

The money illusion even bleeds into
impressions of the “strength” of the
economy, as if a high level of GDP growth
or a bull market are indicators of the health
of something called the economy. GDP
growth numbers are conventionally reported
in real (inflation-adjusted) terms, and
unemployment numbers are unit-free. But
reporting of just about every other major
economic indicator is generally not corrected
for inflation.

The news media’s tendency to fixate on new
records serves their short-term interest in
creating the impression that something really
important has happened that justifies readers’
or viewers’ attention. But sometimes there is a
bit of fakery in the record, especially when the
record is described in nominal terms and we
have steady inflation. As a result, the emphasis
on records can encourage a disrespect for
history and nurture a sort of disoriented
feeling that we live in exceptionally uncertain
times.
For example, sometimes the stock market has
set a new record, whether up or down, which
is nothing more than the result of inflation.
On February 5 of last year, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average fell 4.6%, far less than the

An inflation target of a few percentage points
may seem to promote stability, and perhaps
it really does. But we need to consider
the possibility that it may lead to subtle
misperceptions that have the opposite effect
on the stability of our judgments.

Robert J. Shiller, a 2013 Nobel laureate in
economics, is a Professor of Economics
at Yale University and the co-creator
of the Case-Shiller Index of U.S. house
prices. He is the author of Irrational
Exuberance, the third edition of which
was published in January 2015, and,
most recently, Phishing for Phools: The
Economics of Manipulation and Deception,
co-authored with George Akerlof.
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THE BOOK G
The Book Grump likes
reading business books –

if they provide solid information, explanation,
and analysis. If not, not.
Thus, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator
by Edwin Lefevre (written in 1923!), yes.
The Zen of Middle Management: Getting In
Touch With Your Inner Cubicle Farm by Ted
Talksalot, no.

It seems one
thing that
everybody is
thinking is
“I’d like to be
a leader.”

The Book Grump also likes reading the
New York Times Business
Book best-seller list.
When we read business
books, we sometimes
learn things. When we
read the best-seller list we always
learn things. We learn “what
everybody is thinking.” This
is valuable knowledge. And if
“what everybody is thinking” is
nonsense – all the more valuable.
As of this review’s writing, the
top three books on the NYT
Business best-seller list are
No. 1 Dare to Lead by Brené Brown, No.
2 Leadership in Turbulent Times by Doris
Kearns Goodwin, and No. 3 Atomic Habits by
James Clear.
It seems one thing that everybody is thinking
is “I’d like to be a leader.” Considering the
situations currently facing America’s business,
political, and military leaders – wild market
volatility, vicious partisan stalemate, and
bogged-down wars in quagmire places – the
Grump may be excused for asking, “Why?”
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Then there’s the question of whether we want
– or need – more leaders. Most people don’t
know where they’re going and don’t know
how to get there. Should we be following
them around?

Furthermore, there’s an aspect of “leadership”
that Brown and Goodwin completely neglect.
The Boston Irish (no strangers to the ins and
outs of primacy) tell a story about it:
A politician is sitting in a bar. Suddenly a
furious mob comes marching
down the street shouting
slogans and exhortations.
“What’s all that about?” says
the bartender.
“No clue,” says the
politician.
“Where are they marching
to?” says the bartender.
“Haven’t the faintest,” says
the politician as he jumps
down from his bar stool and
runs to the door.
“Where are you going?” says the bartender.
“They’ll need somebody to lead them!”
If you want to be that somebody, read
Dare to Lead by Brené Brown. Or don’t read
it. In the Grump’s opinion, the outcome will
be the same.
Most of what Brown says is obvious – exercise
responsibility, treat others with respect, listen
attentively. These nostrums can be, and are,

GRUMP

reviews business best-sellers

rearranged ad infinitum – exercise respect,
treat others attentively, listen responsibly,
exercise attentiveness, treat others with listening,
and so on. This is presented amid a plethora
of headings, sub-headings, pull quotes, and
bullet points that would distract from serious
reading, if there were any to be done.
The rest of what Brown says is baffling.
The Grump cites part one, “Rumbling
with Vulnerability,” section
three, “The Armory,” item
four, “Armored Leadership,”
subtitle, “Propagating the False
Dichotomy of Victim or Viking.”
Brown seems, from her firstperson narrative text, to be a
likable, decent, well-meaning
person. She has a PhD and is a
research professor and Licensed
Master Social Worker. She has
written four previous NYT bestsellers having to do with “personal
growth” (which, with the Grump, involves
ever-advancing belt notches). Her TED
Talk, “The Power of Vulnerability,” is one of
the five most-watched ever.
Good for her. But not so good for the
Grump who, it is to be confessed, lost
patience with Dr. Brown on the first page of
her introduction when she said, “Effective
speaking is about the unpredictable and
uncontrollable art of connection.” No, it’s
not. Effective speaking is about having
something to say...

Which Goodwin does in her book
Leadership in Turbulent Times.

She tells us lots of interesting things about
four interesting men – Lincoln, Teddy
Roosevelt, Franklin Roosevelt, and LBJ.
All were undeniably leaders. However, what
are we ordinary people supposed to learn
about leading from these extraordinary
persons? The “leadership secret” that
Lincoln, the Roosevelts,
and Johnson possessed
was to be born with a
genius IQ, a prodigiously
retentive memory, and a
level of energy bordering
on the maniacal, then
to be absolutely and
unrelentingly ambitious
in a way that would be
alarming in ordinary
people – and was often
alarming in them.
Also, there’s
the matter of Goodwin’s choice of
leadership examples. Lincoln was a
leader of unalloyed greatness (give or
take a suspension of habeas corpus and
a slight political cynicism about slavery
emancipation).
But TR’s leadership skills weren’t put
to any hard test. The nation suffered
no momentous crises during his
administration. The spread of business
monopolies and increasing labor
unrest were problems, but Teddy did
the wrong thing about them. He employed

All were
undeniably
leaders.
However,
what are
we ordinary
people
supposed to
learn about
leading
from these
extraordinary
persons?
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government regulatory powers instead of
market forces to address trust-busting and
unionization troubles. We’ve been on the
downhill path of federal intervention in the
economy ever since.
And after Teddy left office in 1909, he
decided that he hadn’t wanted to leave
office. In 1912 he ran a bootless third-party
campaign against his own chosen successor,
the moderate and estimable William Howard
Taft. This split the GOP and allowed the
election of Democrat Woodrow Wilson
Make your bad
– a virulent racist, a cracked egghead,
habits slightly
and a devotee of government expansion
more difficult
to give into. If who let World War I drag on
for years and did what
you have the
he could to bungle the
bad habit of
peace afterward.
picking your
nose, wear a
pair of oven
mitts at all
times.

FDR was a splendid
leader if we trust the
Greatest Generation’s
memories (and,
anymore, we mostly
can’t). Franklin was a
slippery man in person and
in politics. Much economic
research indicates that his
policies prolonged rather than
ameliorated the Depression. Roosevelt is
never to be forgiven for failure to use his
executive power and political muscle to offer
a safe haven in the United States for the Jews
of Europe. He was a staunch war leader.
But staunch is not the exact equivalent of
good. He refused to intervene in the rise of
European fascism. He was caught napping
by the Japanese on Pearl Harbor Day. He was
bamboozled by Stalin. And, after his powers
had left him, he refused to leave power.
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And LBJ? Applaud his making civil rights
legally, actually, happen in the United
States. Otherwise, to hell with him. He was
a bully and a sexual predator. He was as
monomaniacal as any president we’ve had
and as paranoid as one we wish we hadn’t –
Nixon. His over-ambitious, under-funded,
poorly thought-out Great Society programs
forced the nation to carry an enormous load
of entitlements on its back. And we may
never find a place to set that burden down.
His war on poverty ended in defeat. And
speaking of which, his cold-blooded Cold
War exercise in realpolitik killed 58,220
Americans in Vietnam.
Reader, if you seek to be
schooled in leadership, learn
only 25%, at most, of what
Doris Kearns Goodwin teaches.
Which brings us to Atomic
Habits. It’s a book about
breaking bad habits and
acquiring good habits. “Do
so.” There you have the
book’s contents condensed
for quick reading. Of course,
by boiling down 306 pages
to two words, the Grump is
leaving out some details, such as how to lose
the bad habits and get the good ones. The
condensation will need to be expanded. “Start
small.” (Hence the “Atomic” in the title.)
For instance, make your bad habits slightly
more difficult to give into. If you have the
bad habit of picking your nose, wear a pair
of oven mitts at all times. That advice is not
really in the book, at least the Grump doesn’t
think so. As for what is in the book... Um...

Are you in the habit of buying such advice
books? (The Grump deplores it.) Are you
in the habit of then not reading such advice
books? (The Grump shares it.)
On the subject of advice, let’s turn to a much
better book than any of the above,
Times Three – Selected Verse from
Three Decades by Phyllis McGinley. She

was once – in the 1930s, ’40s, and ’50s – very
popular. She is now mostly forgotten. She’s
one of the best poets of the 20th century.
McGinley never claimed any expertise in
business or leadership. But, as a wife, a
housewife, and a mother, she knew a thing
or two about
advice. What
she had to say
about advice
applies to most
of that which
is given in
books that
get on the
business
best-seller
list. Here are
some lines
from her
poem “A Garland of Precepts.”

Your DIRECT LINE
to Wall Street
Receive up-tothe-minute news,
market research, and
expert commentary
that typically costs
$50,000 a year,
and requires a net
worth of at least $1
million…100% FREE.

CLICK TO SIGN UP

“Practical. Insightful.
Helpful. Educational.
Can’t ask for much
more.” HHHHH
–GAMECOCKS44

This the gist of what I know:
CLICK TO LISTEN

Give advice and buy a foe.

P O D CAST

Tell a tale but seldom twice.

MORE REVIEWS:

Best Investment Podcast Is Back! - HHHHH
I’ve enjoyed every episode to date - HHHHH
Must listen if you invest in the U.S. - HHHHH
One of the best podcasts available - HHHHH

Give a stone before advice.
Give to love your hearth and hall.
But do not give advice at all.
				

– TBG
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READ THIS
Get Me a Quote on That

This division of labour, from which so many
advantages are derived, is not originally
the effect of any human wisdom... It is the
necessary, though very slow and gradual
consequence of a certain propensity
in human nature... to truck, barter, and
exchange one thing for another.
Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations

No nation was ever ruined by trade.
Benjamin Franklin, “Thoughts on
Commercial Subjects”

Not a place upon earth might be so happy
as America. Her situation is remote from all
the wrangling world, and she has nothing to
do but to trade with them.
Thomas Paine, The American Crisis
...free trade in ideas – that the best test of
truth is the power of the thought to get itself
accepted in the competition of the market.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., Supreme Court
opinion, Abrams v. United States
Free trade, one of the greatest blessings
which a government can confer on a people,
is in almost every country unpopular.
Lord Macaulay, “Essay on Mitford’s History
of Greece”
Free trade is not a principle, it is an
expedient.
Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli, House of
Commons speech on import duties
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Let me have no lying; it becomes none but
tradesmen.
William Shakespeare, The Winter’s Tale
Aloof with hermit-eye I scan
The present works of present man –
A wild and dreamlike trade of blood and guile,
Too foolish for a tear, too wicked for a smile!
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “Ode to Tranquillity”
“To sully one’s hands with trade”
Phrase still extant among certain people
who consider themselves “upper class”
Where wealth and freedom reign
contentment fails,
And honor sinks where commerce
long prevails.
Oliver Goldsmith, “The Traveler”
The root of evil, Avarice,
That damn’d ill-natured baneful Vice,
Was slave to Prodigality,
That noble Sin; whilst Luxury
Employ’d a million of the poor,
And odious Pride a million more:
Envy itself, and Vanity,
Were Minister of Industry;
Their darling Folly, Fickleness,
In diet, furniture and dress,
That Strange redic’lous Vice, was made
The very Wheel that turn’d the Trade.
Bernard Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees,
or Private Vices, Publick Benefits
The dogs bark, the caravan moves on.
Arabic Proverb
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The story of French woman Jeanne Calment’s
remarkably long life has been the stuff of
global renown for years, appealing as it does
to a deep and innate human fascination with
longevity... But what if it’s a fraud?
The world’s oldest person record stood for
decades. Then came a Russian conspiracy
theory. Washington Post
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Between daylight saving and obligatory
early starts, we live at the mercy of ‘official’
time – and many of us feel permanently out
of sync.
Why we should be watching the sun, not
the clock The Guardian

What’s playing out in Zambia is part of
a larger contest between the U.S. and
China for dominance over the future of
technology and global influence... The
rivalry risks dividing the world with a
digital iron curtain.
China’s Digital Silk Road Is Looking More
Like an Iron Curtain Bloomberg

Criminals rat on other criminals all the
time. They do it to shave time off their own
sentences, to collect reward money, to
betray those who’ve betrayed them, to get
an extra cookie before lights out in the cell
block. They do it for all kinds of reasons, but
they’re rarely eager to admit they do it.
How a Career Criminal Broke the Convict
Code and Saved Himself Westword
Over the 20 years of the study, sun
avoiders were twice as likely to die as sun
worshippers. There are not many daily
lifestyle choices that double your risk
of dying.
Is Sunscreen the New Margarine? Outside
Magazine

Once you’ve ruthlessly culled your closet,
don’t race to fill it again—easier said than
done in a world in which round-the-clock
shopping has become near-inescapable.
The Case for Buying Less Clothing The
Wall Street Journal
The term “mercy killing” seems meant to
render the act inoffensive, possibly even
appropriate, all things considered. But reality
is inevitably messier and more complicated.
Going to Extremes Harper’s Magazine
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Don’t Tell Me. He lives with his family in
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things he writes about as he can get.
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Buck Sexton is host of the nationally
syndicated talk radio program,
The Buck Sexton Show, heard
on over 100 stations across the
country. A former CIA and NYC
Police Department Intelligence
Officer, Buck is also the co-host of
Stansberry Investor Hour, a weekly radio
show that you can subscribe to for free
right here: investorhour.com.

Eric Wade is an analyst, editor, and
investor who began picking
stocks and trading futures
contracts in college, eventually
becoming a Certified Financial
Manager at the largest American
retail brokerage.
His cryptocurrency career began by
mining bitcoin and other cryptos, and he
has become a successful investor and
analyst in this space.
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